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ABSTRACT
High Performance Polymer Monoliths for Capillary Liquid Chromatography
Pankaj Aggarwal
Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, BYU
Doctor of Philosophy
This dissertation focuses on improving the chromatographic efficiency of polymeric
organic monoliths by characterizing and optimizing the bed morphology. In-situ characterization
techniques such as capillary flow porometry (CFP), 3-dimensional scanning electron microscopy
(3D SEM) and conductivity measurements were developed and implemented to quantitatively
characterize the morphology of poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate (PEGDA) monoliths. The CFP
measurements for monoliths prepared by the same procedure in capillaries with different
diameters (i.e., 75, 150, and 250 μm) clearly showed a change in average through-pore size with
capillary diameter, thus, certifying the need for in-situ measurement techniques. Serial sectioning
and imaging of PEGDA monoliths using 3D SEM gave quantitative information about the
average pore size, porosity, radial heterogeneity and tortuosity of the monolith. Chromatographic
efficiency was better for a monolith with smaller average pore size (i.e., 5.23 µm), porosity (i.e.,
0.49), radial heterogeneity (i.e., 0.20) and tortuosity (i.e., 1.50) compared to another monolith
with values of 5.90 µm, 0.59, 0.50 and 2.34, respectively. Other than providing information
about monolith morphology, these techniques also aided in identifying factors governing
morphological changes, such as capillary diameter, polymerization method, physical/chemical
properties of the pre-polymer constituents and weight proportion of the same. A statistical model
was developed for optimizing the weight proportion of pre-polymer constituents from their
physical/chemical properties for improved chromatographic efficiency.
Fabricated PEGDA columns were used for liquid chromatography of small molecules
such as phenols, hydroxyl benzoic acids, and alkyl parabens. The chromatographic retention
mechanism was determined to be principally reversed-phase (RP) with additional hydrogen
bonding between the polar groups of the analytes and the ethylene oxide groups embedded in the
monolith structure. The chromatographic efﬁciency measured for a non-retained compound
(uracil) was 186,000 plates/m when corrected for injector dead volume. High resolution gradient
separations of selected pharmaceutical compounds and phenylurea herbicides were achieved in
less than 18 min. Column preparation was highly reproducible, with relative standard deviation
(RSD) values less than 2.1%, based on retention times of the phenol standards (3 different
columns). A further improvement in chromatographic performance was achieved for monoliths
fabricated using a different polymerization method, i.e., living free-radical polymerization
(LFRP). The columns gave an unprecedented column performance of 238, 000 plates/m for a
non-retained compound under RP conditions.
Keywords: Column efficiency, Liquid chromatography, Organic monolith, Morphology
characterization, Porogen selection, Poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate
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1.1 Introduction

CHAPTER 1 BACKGROUND AND SIGNIFICANCE∗

Liquid chromatography (LC) is a separation technique based on differential distribution
of solute molecules between a stationary phase and mobile phase. The properties of these two
phases, more importantly the stationary phase, govern the column performance and separation
efficiency. The stationary phase bed structure generally has both small mesopores as well as
large through-pores, making them suitable for small as well as large molecule separations,
although the separation of large molecules does not necessarily require small pores. The small
mesopores give rise to large surface area required for retention of solutes and, hence, resolution.
On the other hand, the distribution and size of large pores (i.e., through-pores) control column
efficiency and hydraulic impedance, as they allow the mobile phase to flow through the bed. A
large through-pore size and wide distribution offer high column permeability, however, at the
expense of efficiency, since a wide through-pore size distribution results in an increase in eddy
diffusion contribution in the van Deemter equation. Thus, optimization of the bed structure to
optimize the chromatography, i.e., good efficiency and high permeability, requires compromise,
as both of these characteristics are inversely related. Therefore, the bed structure must be
extensively investigated to achieve the best efficiency, keeping in mind the compromise between
performance and practical constraints.
Stationary phases most commonly used today are particulate or monolithic in nature.
Particle packed columns have long been used as stationary phases, starting from Tswett’s [1]
work with column beds packed with fine particles. Since then, there has been significant progress
in column performance with the advent of small particles (5 μm and less) and small dimension
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columns, such as capillary columns and microfluidic devices [2-3]. However, these
advancements have all resulted in an increase in hydraulic resistance of the column, thereby
increasing the analysis time and/or necessitating the use of high pressure pumps. This tradeoff
between efficient separation and analysis time was clearly demonstrated by Knox and Saleem
[4], which (along with some technical problems associated with capillary column packing) has
dampened some enthusiasm for these columns as particle size approaches 1 μm. There are no
real possibilities of increasing the permeability of these packed beds, as any increase in
permeability eventually leads to imperfections and, hence, poor performance. Therefore, there
has been a need for new stationary phases capable of permitting efficient separation with good
permeability.
Recent improvements in monolithic columns and core-shell particles represent major
developments in the design of liquid chromatographic columns. These two stationary phase types
offer the potential for satisfying the requirement of columns having good efficiency and high
permeability [5]. Core-shell particles have a solid core surrounded by a porous outer layer,
enabling the mobile phase to penetrate only the shell and not the core. Since larger particles are
used, core-shell particles lead to reduced backpressure of the column in comparison to columns
packed with porous particles. In contrast, monoliths are integrated, continuous porous separation
media with no inter-particular voids and an open macropore structure. The porous layer structure
and larger diameter of core-shell particles and the open macropore structure of monolithic
columns permit rapid separation of analytes at reasonable back pressure, while retaining good
separation efficiency.
As discussed above, the properties of these stationary phases are influenced by their bed
structures, either in terms of efficiency or resistance to flow. It is the bed structures of these
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different types of stationary phases, particle packed (fully porous or core-shell) and monolithic
(polymeric or silica), that make them so different. The cross-sectional area of a monolithic
skeleton is also typically less than that of particles in packed columns. This reduced dimension of
the stationary phase facilitates mass transfer from the stationary phase to the mobile phase,
thereby potentially improving column efficiency. Also, the voids (through-pores) in particle
packed columns result from the inter-particle space, which in turn is a function of the particle
size. In polymer monoliths, they arise due to the presence of porogens. The through-pores are
more tortuous and constricted in packed bed structures as compared to monolithic structures,
thereby adding to decreased permeability compared to monolithic beds [6]. In particle packed
columns, the through-pores are simply a function of particle size and cannot be optimized
independently. In comparison to monolith bed structure, the homogeneity and, hence, the
performance of a particle packed bed structure is controlled by the particle size, particle size
distribution and packing method.
The bed structure of these two stationary phase types is also different along the column
walls, apart from that in the bulk. The particles along the walls in the particle packed column
may be loosely or more tightly packed, depending on the packing procedure. On the other hand,
polymeric monoliths fabricated in capillary columns are firmly attached to the capillary wall,
thereby eliminating the column heterogeneity arising due to column packing. Although some
radial heterogeneity occurs in monolithic columns as a consequence of different polymerization
rates or porogen compositions at different locations along the column radius, it is much less than
that in a particle packed column. This heterogeneity in the column greatly degrades the column
performance whether it is a particle packed column or a monolithic column.
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In addition to these differences between particle packed and monolithic columns, the
morphologies of the monoliths vary among themselves. The skeleton of a monolith may be a
globular or fused mass with no distinct microglobules, depending on the monomer and porogen
compositions. The morphology also differs between inorganic silica monoliths and organic
polymeric monoliths. Inorganic silica monoliths have a significant fraction of small mesopores in
the skeleton formed as a consequence of treatment with ammonia or urea as a second step in the
synthesis. Organic polymeric monoliths typically lack a significant fraction of mesopores [7].
However, recently there have been a number of publications reporting use of special procedures
and/or reagents during synthesis to generate mesopores in the organic polymeric skeleton such as
use of surfactants as template molecules [8], early termination of the polymerization reaction [9]
and hyper-crosslinking of the monolith using Friedel Crafts reaction as the second step in
monolith development [10].
Overall, there are many advantages of monoliths, with a major one being the independent
optimization of the size of the through-pores and microglobules. Apart from these structural
differences, monoliths have many advantages in terms of production time and equipment
requirements. In situ polymerization of the monolithic stationary phase is especially useful for
fabrication of capillary columns in contrast to packing of particles, which requires high pressure
pumps. Since monoliths are bonded to the wall, there is no need for frits at the ends of the
capillary column. Moreover, their ease of surface modification along with high stability make
them an attractive alternative to conventional particle packed columns for capillary column
chromatography. However, monolithic columns are still in their infancy, and require much more
research to optimize their design and preparation for improved performance.
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This chapter describes the general fabrication processes and bed structures of organic
monoliths in comparison to structures of silica monoliths and particle beds. The first section
describes packed column bed structure with emphasis on bed heterogeneity in the bulk and at the
walls, as well as mobile phase flow through the bed. Because particle packed columns have long
been studied, their bed structures can provide beneficial insights in understanding the
dependence of column performance on bed structure. The second section emphasizes general
monolith technology, followed by descriptions of silica and organic polymeric monolith bed
structures, with greater emphasis on polymeric monoliths. These polymeric monoliths have
different morphologies and pore structures, depending on the conditions of polymerization and
the monomers themselves. The last section describes future efforts needed to improve efficiency
and to increase the applicability of monolithic columns, laying the foundation for this PhD work.
1.2 Particle packed columns
The most common stationary phases used for liquid chromatography have been spherical
particles. Columns packed with particles are available in a variety of lengths and diameters,
starting with conventional (4.6 and 2 mm i.d) to microbore (1 mm i.d.) and capillary (< 0.5 mm
i.d.) columns. The packed bed structure, governed by the size, shape, and orientation of the
constituent particles, along with column geometry and size have been regarded as prime factors
influencing chromatographic performance [11-12]. The bed structure of particulate columns has
been characterized by a variety of statistical models and experimental techniques to provide
information on external porosity, permeability, and uniformity. Recently, Tallarek et al. [13-14]
reported the analysis of bed structure and its correlation with column performance for both
particle packed and monolithic columns using confocal laser scanning electron microscopy
(CLSM). The influence of stationary phase particle shape and column packing pressure on local
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radial distribution of flow rate and resultant column efficiency was studied by Lottes et al. [15]
using X-ray computed tomography. These studies along with optimization of the column
technology, particle morphology and operating parameters have greatly improved
chromatographic performance, especially separation efficiency, of these particulate columns.
1.2.1 Particle packed column structure
A close packed arrangement, as shown in Figure 1.1, should ideally be formed in
columns packed with uniform size particles. A substantial improvement in separation
performance with perfectly uniform packed columns was reported by Billen et al. [16] and Knox
[17]. However, this ideal structure cannot be obtained in reality because of imperfections in the
packing procedure. The structures of packed beds are typically found to be non-homogenous,
both radially and axially [18], which has been attributed to packing instability, causing
channeling in the packed bed structure, as well as the “wall effect” [17,19].
Effect of particle morphology on bed structure. The morphological features of the
particles, such as size and shape, are known to influence bed uniformity and have been
extensively studied to improve chromatographic performance. Reports have claimed more
uniform bed structure with small particles as compared to large particles. The reason was
ascribed by Lottes et al. [15] to be the extra packing force required to move larger particles to
favorable positions, since they tend to block the paths of each other. However, the high back
pressure associated with use of these small particles (sub-2 µm) limits further reduction in their
size. In contrast, the uniformity of the column decreases with an increase in column
permeability, since there is a proportional increase in defects in the packed bed [20]. Therefore,
there is a tradeoff between chromatographic efficiency and column back pressure.
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Figure 2.1. SEM image of a capillary column packed with 1 μm particles.
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This compromise has led to discovery of alternate routes for improvement in column
performance, such as the use of core-shell particles [21]. For such particles, the axial diffusion
path within the stagnant mobile phase is greatly reduced since the material is only superficially
porous. The decreased diffusion path should, in principle, decrease the C-term contribution to
plate height in the van Deemter model [22]. This improved mass transfer also occurs in
nonporous particles; however, increased efficiency occurs at the expense of sample loading
capacity [5]. Thus, the porosity of the particle also contributes to column performance as it
determines the bed structure at the microscopic scale.
In addition to small particle size, narrow particle size distribution (PSD) is also
considered to be an important factor for improving column homogeneity and performance [2325]. The narrow PSD associated with core-shell particles has been reported to be a major reason
for their improved performance over conventional particle packed columns [21]. In contrast,
others have reported column homogeneity to be better with broad PSD than with narrow size
distribution [26-27]. The effect of PSD on plate height (H) and permeability was reported by
Halasz and Naefe [28] to be negligible, until the PSD was less than 40 % around the mean.
Billen et al. [29] also supported this claim based on the relationship between particle size
distribution and kinetic performance of packed columns. The presence of fines was reported to
influence the column performance more than the PSD, since they filled the voids between the
larger particles.
Particle shape has also been considered to be an important characteristic influencing
packed column performance. Spherical particles have been reported by Lottes et al. [15] to give
more homogenous bed structures than irregular ones. In contrast, De Smet et al. [30] reported
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better efficiency with diamond shaped pillars than with cylindrical or ellipsoidal ones for his
pillar array columns. Moreover, the reduced plate height (h) was shown to be 2 times smaller for
a perfectly ordered array of porous cylindrical pillars than for the best spherical particle packed
columns via mathematical calculations [31]. However, there is one significant difference
between particle packed and pillar array columns, i.e., the packing elements contact each other in
particulate columns. Nevertheless, the influence of particle shape on column performance is
clearly demonstrated by these studies. Surface roughness of the particle seems to be one more
factor that influences column performance, as bed structure has been reported to be less dense
with rough particles than with smooth particles [32].
Effect of column wall on bed structure. The column wall has been shown to be an
important factor that contributes to column performance. The wall causes a radial variation of
packing density, disturbing the particle packing close to the wall, termed the “wall effect” [3335]. Two different wall effects have been reported by Shalliker et al. [36]. One is due to the rigid
wall of the column which makes it impossible to pack the particles tightly against the wall. The
second effect is due to friction between the bed and column wall, which makes it difficult to
obtain a homogenous packing radially across the column. Recently, Tallarek et al. [13]
confirmed and visualized these geometrical and friction-based wall effects in capillary columns
by empirically analyzing the porosity profile of statistically derived packed beds.
Some authors have reported the thickness of the wall region to be a function of the
column diameter [15], while others report it to be approximately several tens of particle
diameters [37], irrespective of column dimensions. In capillary columns, heterogeneity near the
wall has been found to be minimum with aspect ratios less than 10 (ratio of column to particle
diameter), as the core region disappears and the packing structure is composed of only a wall
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region, i.e., the packing structure becomes effectively more homogenous and ordered, thereby
leading to excellent performance in terms of H. The reduced plate height was reported by
Jorgenson et al. [2] to decrease with a decrease in column diameter. However, these changes in
column efficiency could be attributed more to the change in particle diameter rather than column
diameter, emphasizing packing density more than the wall effect [12,38].
Apart from particle and column dimensions, the column packing technique was found to
contribute to bed density, causing differences in radial heterogeneity. In a dry-packed column,
the permeability was reported to increase from the center to the wall, while for slurry packed
columns, the permeability decreases from the center to the wall [17,39-41]. Farkas et al. [33]
reported the presence of a homogenous core at the column center surrounded by a thick
heterogeneous packing layer along the column wall, with no defined boundary in between. In
contrast, Jorgenson et al. [42] reported the exact opposite, as they found particles to be more
densely packed around the walls than in the center for capillary diameters greater than 75 µm.
1.2.2 Influence of bed structure on fluid flow through packed columns
There occurs a radial and axial variation in local mobile phase velocities as a
consequence of the above stated radial and axial heterogeneities in the bed structures of
chromatographic columns. Moreover, depending on the particle packing density near the walls,
the velocity along the column wall may be slower or faster than in the core. Billen et al. [16]
proved this via computational fluid dynamics simulations in a simplified two-dimensional mimic
of particle packed columns, which was in agreement with results presented by Schure and Maier
[20], indicating an increase in permeability with increased defects in the column packing. The
latter study experimentally proved the mathematical predictions of Gzil and coworkers [43]
regarding increased flow through the preferential flow path in the bed structure. The maximum
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velocity of the mobile phase in uniformly packed columns was found to be lower than that of
non-uniformly packed columns. The solute traveled with a higher velocity through the
preferential path, thereby traveling a greater distance than through the constricted bed area.
Hence, the solute, introduced initially as a plug, became distributed in these different flow
regions, which resulted in band broadening. Tallarek et al. [44] further verified this variation in
porosity along the column length and related it to the transcolumn velocity gradients reported by
Giddings. This study provided valuable insight into structure-transport relationships.
1.2.3 Performance of particle packed columns
The efficiency of chromatographic columns is expressed mathematically in terms of
theoretical plates (N) or plate height (H), with lower plate height and higher theoretical plate
count corresponding to better column performance. The performance of chromatographic
columns is related to their bed structures. Therefore, the factors influencing bed structure also
govern column performance. Assuming the use of spherical particles, the two major factors
affecting the column efficiency are column and particle diameters.
Effect of column diameter. The efficiency of particle packed columns has been improved
progressively over time with column miniaturization. Kennedy and Jorgenson [45] compared the
efficiencies of packed capillary columns (28 and 50 μm i.d.) with conventional columns (9.4 mm
i.d.). The 50 μm i.d. capillary column (30.1 cm long) gave 21,700 total theoretical plates (72,093
plates/m) compared to 8,900 (35,600 plates/m) from a 25 cm long conventional column for
bovine serum albumin (BSA). Although there was a difference in column length, it could not
account for the difference in plate count. This improved performance for capillary columns has
been attributed to reduced column heterogeneity with decrease in column diameter and, thereby,
reduced A and C terms in the van Deemter equation [2].
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Jorgensen et al. [2] observed the same with different capillary diameters (50 to 21 μm)
packed with 5 μm porous octylsilane modified silica particles. The reduced plate height
decreased from 1.4 to 1.0 (non-retained analyte) with a corresponding decrease in column
diameter. For a retained analyte, the value for the minimum h decreased from 2.4 to 1.5. This
difference in h value resulted from greater longitudinal diffusion of the retained analytes. The
column was operated under isocratic conditions with 10 % acetonitrile and 90 % sodium
phosphate solution with 10-3 M EDTA (pH =7.0) as mobile phase.
In an another study, McGuffin and Novotny [3] reported a statistically significant
reduction in plate height (0.160 to 0.120 mm) or increase in theoretical plate count (1.65 x 105 to
2.20 x 105, or 6,250 to 8,333 plates/m) for a decrease in column diameter from 100 to 60 μm
(26.4 m columns). The results reported were obtained using toluene as analyte (k = 0.01) with
0.3 % methanol in hexane as mobile phase.
Effect of particle diameter. In the same study, McGuffin and Novotny [3] showed the
improved performance of capillary columns with decreasing particle size. An increase in the total
plate count from 1.96 x 105 to 3.10 x 105 (7,424 to 11,742 plates/m) with a decrease in particle
size from 30 to 10 μm for a 26.4 m x 75 μm i.d. capillary column was reported. This difference
in column performance was attributed to lower eddy diffusion in columns packed with smaller
particles. Hirata and Jinno [46] proved the same by reporting 110,000 and 50,000 theoretical
plates/m for 1 m x 0.2 mm i.d. glass columns packed with 3 and 10 μm particles, respectively.
The columns were operated in the reversed phase mode for the separation of benzene derivatives,
employing methanol as mobile phase. This improved performance with reduction in particle size
was further supported in a study by Lie et al. [47]. A total plate count of 27,000 plates (180,000
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plates/m) was reported for a 15 cm x 75 μm i.d. capillary column packed with 1.7 μm particles,
in contrast to a plate count of 15,000 (100,000 plates/m) for 3 μm size particles in reversed phase
chromatography.
Overall, the performance of packed capillary columns has been improved by packing
more uniform bed structures, miniaturizing the column, optimizing the packing procedure and,
most importantly, controlling the particle shape and morphology. Since there are some practical
constraints, e.g,. high back pressure associated with small particles and reduced column
diameter, the use of core shell particles and monoliths have been proposed as alternative
stationary phases to overcome these limitations.
1.3 Monolithic columns
Monoliths were first developed and successfully used for LC in the early 1990’s with the
work of Hjerten [48] and Nakanishi and Soga [49]. They have been regarded as a substitute for
particle packed columns, offering high permeability with good separation efficiency. Monoliths
can be divided into two general categories: silica-based monolithic columns (prepared using solgel technology) and organic polymer based monoliths (prepared by chain polymerization
reaction). Monoliths can be prepared by in-situ polymerization of a pre-polymer solution and
bonded chemically to the walls or cladded by tubing. This eliminates the need for retaining frits
in capillary columns and also eliminates effort otherwise required for packing the column with
particles.
As the performance of particle packed columns is determined by their bed structures,
similarly the performance of monoliths (silica or organic) is governed by their morphology and
pore structure which are affected by factors involved in their synthesis, such as nature of
monomer and porogen along with polymerization conditions. The work of Tallerek et al. [14,44]
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using CLSM characterization has provided important insight in this regard. Therefore, monolith
morphology (silica and polymeric) and the factors affecting their morphologies will be discussed
in subsequent sections.
1.4 Silica monoliths
Silica monoliths have been successfully applied to the separation of both small and large
molecules over the last 15 years [6]. Silica monoliths possess a spongy structure characterized by
round pores [50] and a network skeletal structure as shown in Figure 1.2 [51]. They have a
surface chemistry similar to particle packed columns, but have been reported to have large
through-pore/skeleton size ratio (1.2-2.5) as compared to 0.25-0.4 for particle packed columns
[52-53]. As a consequence, they have 65% external porosity as compared to 25% for particle
packed columns [54], thereby providing shorter diffusion path length in the stationary phase and
lower flow resistance, simultaneously. These silica macroporous structures have also been
reported to have a bimodal pore size distribution, with a significant fraction of mesopores. This
section briefly explains the factors affecting the morphologies of silica monoliths and, thereby,
performance.
1.4.1 Preparation of silica monoliths
The preparation of silica monoliths consists of hydrolyzing a mixture of silane
compounds in the presence of an inert compound, the porogen. There occurs spinodal
decomposition (sol preparation and hydrolysis), giving rise to periodic domains (silica-rich and
solvent-rich). These network structures are then frozen by gelation (washing and aging of the
gel), yielding the final polymeric skeleton with through-pores and mesopores [55]. Unreacted
monomer and porogens present after polymerization are removed from the column by washing
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Figure 1.2. SEM image of a silica monolith [51].
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with an appropriate solvent. Finally, the fabricated monolith may be modified with one or more
reagents to provide the desired surface chemistry. Thermal initiation has been the most popular
method for fabrication of these sol-gel monoliths in capillaries as well as in conventional column
formats. However, Zare et al. [56] successfully fabricated sol-gel monoliths using photo
initiation in capillary columns and used them for capillary electrochromatography. Initially,
silica monoliths shrank during polycondensation, leaving a wide gap along the column walls.
Therefore, they were enclosed with thermally shrinkable peek tubing after synthesis. This
problem was eliminated with reduction in the column diameter (i.e., fabrication in capillary
columns) and with improvements in the polymerization recipe [57]. The structural domains
(particulate or monolithic mass) can be tailored by modifying the composition of the starting
polymerization mixture of monomer, porogen and catalyst; varying the time of polymerization;
and changing the temperature.
1.4.2 Silica monolith structure
The skeletal structure of silica monoliths has been described as agglomerated silica
particles with varying size and through-pore distributions governed by the above mentioned
factors. The bed permeability is inversely related to the domain size, similar to that in particle
packed columns; however, the overall permeability is higher for monolithic columns. Nakanishi
and Soga [49] prepared their first monoliths by reacting solutions of TEOS and TMOS
containing poly(sodium styrene sulfonate) (NaPSS) of different molecular weights. They
reported interconnected morphology with well-defined periodicity in the silica monolithic
structure using NaPSS5 with a molecular weight of 10 kDa. The use of other molecular weight
NaPSS gave gels with isolated domains or interconnected pores. Also, an increasing
concentration of NaPSS at 40 °C caused a shift in morphology from isolated domains to
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interconnected pores. There have been many reports on the effect of various polymerization
factors on the morphologies of silica monoliths [58]. The same authors used different porogenic
reagents, such as HPAA (polyacrylic acid) and PEO (polyethylene oxide). The size distribution
of the through pores was found to be considerably narrower with PEO, and varied in mean size
with changing PEO concentration [59]. The range of porogen concentration resulting in a
monolith was found to decrease with an increase in molecular weight of the porogen used. Apart
from this, the average domain size (i.e., through-pore plus skeleton size) was found to be larger
with an increase in time difference between phase separation and sol-gel decomposition [60].
The mesopore fraction in the silica monolith skeleton can be tailored by aging and drying
(solvent exchange). The rates of formation of the pore network and the pore size distribution
were found to vary with temperature [59]. The distribution was found to be broadened with an
increase in temperature, but with a concomitant decrease in intrinsic porosity of the monolith.
The same study also showed that the pH of the wash liquid also influenced the mesopore size
distribution, with a basic pH solvent having the maximum effect. Therefore, varying these
parameters would alter the morphology of the monolith.
The composition of the pre-polymer solution and the temperature of polymerization
govern the homogeneity of the monolith. Since most monolith synthesis reactions are
exothermic, heat transfer must take place radially across the column and through the mold wall
in which the monolith is made. Therefore, the center of the bed tends to be hotter than the region
near the wall. Nakanishi and Soga [58] showed that the local porogen concentration governing
the through-pore size distribution in the monolith is determined by the temperature of that
region. Also, shrinking of the monolith after polymerization causes mechanical stress at the
monolith-to-column wall boundary. This might result in a gap at the wall, creating a preferential
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flow path for the mobile phase. Therefore, these factors must be reduced for better
chromatographic efficiency.
1.4.3 Performance of silica monoliths
Smaller domain size, high phase ratio (volume of mobile phase to stationary phase), and
good bed homogeneity have long been emphasized for improving the separation efficiencies of
monolithic structures [61]. Kobayashi et al. [62] found that monolithic and particle packed
columns had similar minimum plate height values; however, the efficiencies of silica monolithic
columns were found to decrease much less rapidly than packed columns with increasing mobile
phase velocity. This was attributed to larger A coefficients and smaller C coefficients in the van
Deemter equation for monolithic columns compared to particle packed columns. Recently, a
kinetic plot analysis of silica monoliths and particle packed columns by Morisato et al. [63]
revealed that monolithic columns with macropore diameter and skeleton thicknesses of 1 µm
performed equivalent to a 3 µm particle column. In an another study by Minakuchi et al. [54],
silica monoliths with smaller size skeletons resulted in van Deemter plots (for amylbenzene and
insulin) with minimum plate heights at higher linear mobile phase velocities than for particle
packed columns. The slope of the curve was found to decrease with a decrease in the skeleton
size. This was attributed to the short diffusion path length associated with the smaller skeleton
size, which had less contribution to the plate height C term. The same authors studied the effect
of domain size in the monolithic structure, and found that the plate height was reduced with a
reduction in domain size [64]. Also, a smaller effect of mobile phase linear velocity on plate
height for amylbenzenes was reported. The tendency was more pronounced for large molecules,
such as insulin, since diffusion in the mesopores is slower for large molecules, which has a
greater influence in the C term of the van Deemter equation.
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In the same study, the authors estimated the optimum domain size for best performance,
but found that the performance actually achieved was lower than that predicted [64]. The van
Deemter plots indicated that the A coefficient increased and the C coefficient decreased with a
decrease in domain size, suggesting that the mobile phase mass transfer was slower, although the
small domain size facilitated faster mass transfer in the stationary phase [65]. Monoliths with
small skeleton size were found to have greater irregularity in structure and wider through-pore
size distribution, resulting in worse performance than expected [66]. Also, these silica monoliths
were reported to have smaller phase ratio, resulting in poor resolution [67]. Desmet et al. [66]
also showed theoretically that the performance of silica monoliths with small domain size can be
greatly improved by increasing the homogeneity of the skeleton and through-pores, along with
increasing the phase ratio. Hara et al. [61] synthesized silica monoliths with high phase ratio,
small domain size and homogenous skeleton. They reported a plate height of 4.8 μm for a silica
monolith with 2.2 μm domain size in a 15 cm x 100 μm i.d. column, which was better than that
of a 3 μm particle packed column.
In addition to modification of the stationary phase bed structure, optimization of the
chromatographic parameters can also improve column performance. Leinweber et al. [68]
showed a decrease in plate height for insulin with an increase in temperature and assigned the
reason to lower contribution of the A and C terms to the plate height in the van Deemter
equation. This occurs because an increase in temperature increases both the lateral mass transfer
and the intra-skeleton mass transfer.
Desmet et al. [69] showed that silica monolith performance could be better than particle
packed column performance using kinetic plots. They also showed the existence of a desirable,
but forbidden, region where no existing stationary phase support seems to operate, and indicated
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that synthetic methods are required to greatly improve the bed structure homogeneity and
decrease the domain size for monoliths.
1.5 Organic monoliths
Organic monoliths were successfully developed and used for the first time in the 1989
when Hjertén [48] prepared a highly swollen crosslinked gel of N,N-methylenebisacrylamide and
acrylic acid in the presence of a salt in an aqueous medium. Since then, organic monoliths
have been greatly improved, showing better performance for large molecule separations than
silica monoliths because of their biocompatibility and large domain size (cauliflower-like)
morphology, as can be seen in Figure 1.3 [70-71]. However, the performance of polymeric
monoliths in the isocratic separation of low-molecular-weight organic compounds is relatively
poor [9]. These differences in performance might be attributed to lack of mesopores or presence
of micropores in the bed structures of the monoliths, and structural inhomogeneity leading to
flow dispersion [6,72]. Also, Nischang et al. [9] attributed this poor performance to
heterogeneous gel porosity in the globular structure of the monolith, stemming from radial
distribution of the crosslinker density in the globule. As a consequence, increased band
dispersion for retained analytes slowly deteriorates the separation, and results in a totally
unsuitable material for small molecule separation. There are many reviews in the literature that
report organic monolith synthesis routes and performance, but with little emphasis on bed
structure [70,73-74].
1.5.1 Preparation of organic monoliths
Capillary surface modification and initiation of polymerization in pre-polymer solution
are two important steps involved in preparation of organic monoliths in capillary columns. First,
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Figure 1.3. SEM image of an organic monolith.
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the inner wall of the capillary is functionalized with a bi-functional reagent through a silanization
reaction. Second, the capillary is filled with a pre-polymer mixture comprised of initiator,
monomer(s) and porogen(s), and sealed at both ends with rubber plugs, followed by thermal or
photo-initiated polymerization. During polymerization, monoliths are covalently bonded to the
capillary surface, ensuring that the monolith can withstand relatively high pressures without
being extruded from the capillary.
Modification of the capillary surface. The capillary surface is usually modified with a bifunctional silanizing reagent such as vinyl silane, acrylate silane or methacrylate silane. The
most common reagent used is 3-(trimethoxysilyl)propyl methacrylate (TPM) [75]. Generally,
capillary surface modification involves capillary pretreatment, silanization and drying steps.
There have been many reports in the literature for optimizing the pretreatment and
silanization procedures involved in surface modification. For example, Courtois et al. [75]
compared 3 pretreatments and 11 silanization procedures by varying the parameters involved in
them. The study showed that the etching step (using base) increased the roughness of the inner
capillary surface along with silanol group concentration, both of which contributed to better
adhesion of the monolith to the capillary wall. Vidic et al. [76] also showed pretreatment to be a
critical step in surface modification, and found that 15% TPM in dry toluene solution worked
best for silanization.
The above mentioned two procedures involved either etching or leaching of the surface in
the pretreatment step. However, Cifuentes et al. [77] proved that etching of columns with NaOH
followed by leaching with HCl gave more reproducible surface treatment. Therefore, the
optimized capillary surface modification procedure included both etching and leaching steps.
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Monolith synthesis. After surface treatment, the treated capillary is filled with a prepolymer solution and exposed to UV light or heat. The monomers may consist of a functional
monomer along with a crosslinker, or simply a single functionalized crosslinking monomer.
Porogens can be low or high molecular weight inert chemicals responsible for generating pores
in the monolith. There occurs differential phase separation in the homogenous precursor solution
during polymerization, which is induced by porogenic solvents with different thermodynamic
properties. The monomers and porogens, as well as the initiation method, greatly influence the
polymerization mechanism and phase separation, thereby affecting monolith morphology, pore
size distribution, and separation performance.
1.5.2 Organic monolith structure
Similar to particle packed columns and silica monoliths, the performance of organic
monoliths is also determined by their bed structure morphology and porosity. Monoliths should
have both large surface area and good permeability. A large surface area provides more active
sites for effective interactions, and good permeability allows faster analysis and moderate backpressure. Porosity is the most important morphology characteristic, as it reflects the size and
organization of both microglobules and clusters. Therefore, the morphologies of these monolithic
structures, along with factors that influence the morphology, should be evaluated in order to
optimize their performance.
Effect of initiation method. The initiation method and various parameters related to it
such as temperature, light intensity, etc., govern the rate of polymerization reaction, which
ultimately determines the monolith morphology. This section focuses on the initiation method,
which may be radiation polymerization [78], living polymerization [79], high internal phase
emulsion polymerization (HIPE) [80] and polycondensation [81]. Svec [82] recently published
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an excellent review describing the various approaches used for monolith synthesis. The different
initiation methods give rise to different monolith morphologies; for example, HIPE [80] gives an
open pore monolith while thermal or photo initiation gives globular or fused morphology
contingent upon other factors. Among these different initiation methods, thermal and photo
initiation are more commonly used and will be discussed in detail.
Thermal initiation is one of the earliest methods used for organic monolith synthesis. For
example, Svec and Frechet [83] successfully fabricated a porous poly(glycidyl methacrylate-coethylene dimethacrylate) monolith using 1% 2,2’-azobisisobutyronitrile (AIBN) as the thermal
initiator. They also documented the effects of polymerization temperature, polymerization time,
and type and concentration of thermal initiator on the morphology of the monoliths [84]. Viklund
et al. [85] further showed that the pore size distribution of monoliths shifted toward smaller
values with increased polymerization temperature and subsequent increase in surface area. They
assigned the cause to higher decomposition rate of initiator and, subsequently, polymerization
rate. An increase in temperature also resulted in an increase in solubility of the monomer,
thereby resulting in late phase separation and large pore size; however, this effect had less
influence than decomposition rate.
The polymerization time also changes the porosity of the fabricated monolith. As was
observed by Svec et al. [86], the large pores disappeared upon prolonged polymerization, which
were otherwise characteristic of the monolith in the early stages of polymerization. However,
Trojer et al. [87] showed that the mesopore fraction increased significantly with a decrease in
polymerization time, as BET measurements revealed a surface area increase from 26.8 m2/g to
77.2 m2/g on reduction of the polymerization time from 24 h to 45 min. This could be due to less
crosslinking with shorter polymerization time. These results were also supported by Nischang et
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al. [9] who reported a decrease in column performance with increase in polymerization time.
They attributed this to increased importance of resistance to mass transfer originating from
stagnant mass transfer zones in the porous structures. However, polymerization time is not
widely used to tailor the pore size distribution, since maximum rigidity requires sufficient
polymerization time.
Initiator type and concentration also affect monolith morphology and porosity. A higher
concentration of initiator was found to produce smaller microglobules as a consequence of a
large number of free radicals [88]. The selection of a free radical initiator is governed, to some
extent, by its decomposition temperature.
Photo polymerization provides a number of advantages over thermal initiation. This
initiation method significantly reduces the polymerization time from hours to minutes and also
increases the range of solvents that can be used as porogens. Volatile organic solvents, such as
ethyl ether, methanol and hexanes, can be used as porogens [89]. This broad range of porogen
selectivity provides better control over the morphology and porosity of the monolith as compared
to thermal initiation. Moreover, during thermal polymerization, there exists a thermal gradient
along the radial direction of the capillary, as the polymerization reaction is exothermic and not
all of the heat generated is dissipated uniformly throughout. Therefore, monoliths fabricated by
photo initiation are more uniform compared to those made by thermal polymerization.
The factors governing photo polymerization are intensity and wavelength of the light
source, as well as nature and concentration of the initiator. The former two remain constant with
a particular lamp, while the latter two must be optimized for a good monolith. Some commonly
used photo initiators are 2-methoxy-2-phenylacetophenone, 2,2-dimethoxy-2phenylacetophenone (DMPA) and AIBN. Khimich et al. [90] studied the effect of initiator
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concentration and found that an increase from 0.2 to 1% led to an increase in polymer density
and formation of uniform pore structure. In another study, Viklund et al. [91] found that a
concentration of approximately 3-4% led to cracks in the continuous polymer structure.
Although the type and concentration of initiator can be varied, they are not usually preferred.
The influence of temperature on photo polymerization has been documented in the literature
[92], but has been found to be less significant. Although photo initiation has many significant
advantages over thermal initiation, both are still equally used for monolith synthesis, and both
affect the monolith morphology.
Effect of porogens. The porosity of the monolithic bed can be tailored by altering the
natures of the porogenic solvents and/or their ratios without affecting the chemical composition
of the final polymer. The porogens influence the pore properties of the monolith by controlling
the solubility of the growing polymer chains in the polymerizing mixture and inducing
differential phase separation in the homogenous precursor solution during polymerization [93].
Porogens can be classified as macro-porogens (those that create through pores) or mesoporogens (those that create mesopores), depending on the size of pores they create in the polymer
skeleton. Generally, a poor solvent will generate larger through pores by facilitating early onset
of phase separation. The new phase swells with the monomers because they are
thermodynamically better solvents for the polymer than the porogen. As a consequence, large
globules are formed with larger voids between them. In contrast, a good solvent generates
smaller pores by delaying the onset of phase separation and competing for the monomer in
solvating the nuclei.
The effect of porogen nature on porosity has been well documented in the literature.
Viklund et al. [85] showed the effect of addition of a poor solvent on the pore size distribution in
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a poly(glycidyl methacrylate-co-ethylenedimethacrylate) monolith (GMA-EDMA). They
reported an increase in the mode (pore diameter at the highest peak) of the pore size distribution
curve from 150 nm to 2,570 nm with an increase in percentage of dodecanol (poor solvent) from
0% to 15%. On the other hand, addition of even a relatively small percentage of toluene (good
solvent) resulted in a dramatic decrease in pore sizes for a poly(styrene-co-divinylbenzene)
monolith.
The influence of porogen nature on monolith morphology and surface area was well
documented in a study by Santora et al. [94]. In a non-polar divinylbenzene-styrene (DVB/STY)
monomer system, the non-polar porogen, n-hexane, effectively generated high surface area,
while the polar porogen, methanol, gave smaller surface area. They found that the solvent roles
were reversed in a more polar ethylene dimethacrylate-methyl methacrylate (EDMA/MMA)
monomer system, with hexane and methanol giving low and high surface area materials,
respectively. SEM images showed that the monolith with high surface area had fused or very
small micro-globule morphology as compared to monoliths with low surface area and large
globular morphology. Although these polymers had surface areas as large as 820 m2/g, it is
unlikely that they would be permeable to flow since the pores were rather small. In another
study, Premstaller et al. [95] found that a porogen mixture of decanol and THF gave a
poly(styrene/divinylbenzene) monolith with large through-pores and morphology similar to
nonporous particles that have no micropores (termed micropellicular). These monolithic columns
allowed rapid separation of oligonucleotides with high resolution.
Apart from the nature of the porogens, the ratio of porogens used can also influence the
monolith morphology. Li et al. [96] successfully fabricated poly(bisphenol A dimethacrylate)
(BADMA) monolithic columns with toluene and decanol as porogens, but found the porosity of
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these structures to be very sensitive to ratio of toluene and decanol. They also found that the
monolith shrank and detached from the wall, which led to replacement of toluene with THF as a
good solvent. They also reported that monoliths with low back pressure had larger microglobules
and microglobule clusters, while monoliths with high back pressure were composed of
microglobules that were much smaller in size.
In addition to common organic solvents as porogens, solutions of a polymer in a solvent
can also work as porogens. In a thorough study of the effects of poly(ethyleneglycol) (PEG)
dissolved in 2-methoxyethanol on the pore properties of glycidyl methacrylate-cotrimethylolpropane trimethacrylate-co-triethylene glycol dimethacrylate) monoliths, Courtois et
al. [97] found that the larger the molecular weight of the PEG, the larger the pores produced. Our
group used PPG-PEG-PPG triblock copolymers and diethyl ether as porogens to prepare
monolithic poly(ethylene glycol methyl ether acrylate-co-polyethylene glycol diacrylate)
capillary columns [8]. These columns were found to have a considerable fraction of mesopores
in the polymeric skeleton. In another study, a combination of high molecular mass polystyrene
(PS) and chlorobenzene was used for the preparation of poly(glycerol dimethacrylate) (polyGDMA) monoliths with an interesting morphology [98]. The structure of a poly-GDMA
monolith prepared in situ with toluene as a poor porogenic solvent showed a typical
agglomerated globular structure, whereas the morphology of a poly-GDMA monolith prepared in
situ with the PS porogen was transformed from an aggregated globule form to a continuous
skeletal structure. Along with this morphological transformation or change, the pore size
distribution showed a sharp bimodal distribution, with one peak being located around 4 nm in the
mesopore range (2-50 nm) and the other peak located around 1-2 µm in the macropore range
(>50 nm), respectively.
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Another atypical porogen is supercritical carbon dioxide. Using EDMA and TRIM as
monomers, monoliths with a broad range of through-pore diameters (20 nm - 8 µm) have been
prepared [99-100]. The authors found a direct dependence of properties such as pore size, pore
volume, and surface area on CO2 pressure. However, special equipment was required for the
application of high pressures in the range of 15-30 MPa for the synthesis, and no applications of
the resultant chromatographic column technology have been reported.
Porogen selection still remains more of an art rather than a science and is primarily
accomplished by experimentation. Researchers still prefer to look for appropriate porogenic
solvents based on their experience and the published work of others. The above described
monoliths demonstrated different performance for small and large molecule separations
(discussed in Section 1.5.3).
Effect of monomers. A change in chemical properties of a monomer or amount of a
monomer in the polymerization process not only changes the morphology and porosity of the bed
structure, but it also changes the chemical composition of the monolith. The amount of
crosslinker effects the globule size and morphology, as a higher concentration induces early
phase separation, analogous to a poor solvent. Since crosslinking restricts the swelling of the
globules, the pore size distribution shifts towards a smaller domain. A single monomer can also
alter the polymerization kinetics and, thereby, the monolith morphology. It can also alter the
surface chemistry and separation selectivity.
Smirnov et al. [101] showed a dramatic decrease in the size of the globules and,
consequently, the size of the interstices between these globules with an increase in weight
fraction of 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate (HEMA) from 4% to 8% in the polymerization mixture.
The authors attributed this to improved polymer-porogen interactions with an increase in the
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number of hydroxyl groups. Similar effects have also been shown for monomer mixtures such as
GMA/EDMA and PS/DVB [85,102]. Santora et al. [94] also reported a decrease in surface area
with a decrease in crosslinker ratio in the polymerization mixture. Xu et al. [103] investigated the
effects of varying length and branching ratio of the crosslinker on column performance, keeping
the molar ratio of the crosslinker and the monomer constant. They found that the volume of
small mesopores increased with an increase in the length of the crosslinker, hence, leading to
better separation efficiency for small molecules. These highly interconnected mesopores
provided increased surface area and fast transfer kinetics for small alkylbenzenes. Thus, the
effective thickness of the diffusion layer was signiﬁcantly decreased.
The use of a single crosslinking monomer effectively increases the surface area and the
concentration of desirable mesopores in the monolith, which has been demonstrated in several
reports. Our group synthesized several monoliths from single crosslinking monomers, including
bisphenol A dimethacrylate, bisphenol A ethoxylate diacrylate (BAEDA, EO/phenol = 2 or 4)
and pentaerythritol diacrylate monostearate (PDAM) [96]. Among these monoliths, the
morphology differed from one monomer to another. BAEDA-4 monoliths had a different
morphology than BAEDA-2 monoliths. Distinct microglobules were not observed; instead, the
monolith resembled a fused skeletal structure. Due to enhanced surface area resulting from the
highly crosslinked structure, high resolution separations of alkyl benzenes and alkyl parabens
were demonstrated using these columns.
Urban et al. [104] reported the use of a hypercrosslinking technique for extending the
applicability of polymeric monoliths for small molecule separation. They used a mixture of
styrene, vinylbenzyl chloride, and divinylbenzene monomers to prepare the monolith, followed
by crosslinking of the functional groups on the surface using Friedel-Crafts alkylation. The
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surface area of the monolith and the fraction of mesopores were significantly increased following
hypercrosslinking.
Effect of monomer to porogen ratio. The effect of monomer concentration on the
properties of the final polymer was recently demonstrated by Trojer et al. [87,105] for poly[pmethylstyrene-co-1,2-(p-vinylphenyl)ethane] monoliths. The macropore distribution shifted from
8.78 to 0.09 µm when the total monomer to porogen ratio was increased from 35% to 45% (v/v).
This can be explained by a larger number of nuclei formed via irradiation of more concentrated
monomers. When high density nuclei compete for the monomer, their sizes grow much slower
before they touch each other. Smaller voids are consequently formed between the microglobules
in clusters in the final monolithic polymer, resulting in smaller macropores. Thus, to guarantee a
reasonable solvent flow with the operating pressure limits of LC instrumentation, the monomer
to porogen ratio should not be high (< 50% in most cases). At the same time, although a decrease
in the initial monomer concentration produces larger macropores, it decreases the density and
rigidity of the monolith as well. Actually, it was observed that monolithic polymers were not
formed with low monomer concentration (< 0.5 g/mL) for synthesis of trimethylolpropane
trimethacrylate (TRIM), but resulted in a powder [100]. Decreased rigidity due to lower initial
monomer concentration was also demonstrated in our synthesis of poly(triethylene glycol
dimethacrylate) monoliths [106]. Monoliths prepared from a monomer concentration of 32.2
wt% could be stored dry. When the monomer concentration decreased to 20.2 wt%, the monolith
exhibited lower back pressure and was not able to be regenerated after drying. Smirnov et al.
[101] also showed a decrease in column permeability with an increase in monomer content in the
polymerization mixture. Eeltink et al. [107] reported on low density methacrylate monoliths
having a broad porosity profile, which were prepared using a total monomer content of 20%.
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Only column efficiency was measured to compare low-density monoliths with high-density
monoliths.
1.5.3 Performance of organic monoliths
The major chromatographic performance characteristics (i.e., efficiency, resolution and
permeability) of organic monolithic columns arise from the pore-size distribution and skeletal
size, similar to that of any other stationary phase. Organic monoliths have been primarily used
for large biomolecule separations (unlike silica monoliths, which have been used for both small
and large molecules) and their morphologies have been reported to be globular in nature [108].
Recently, however, there have been reports of successful separations of small molecules using
organic monoliths [9,106].
Effect of initiation method. The nature, time and condition of polymerization has been
known to affect monolith morphology. The studies of Trojer et al. [87] and Nischang et al. [9]
have shown shorter polymerization time to be favorable for small molecule separation as a
consequence of increased mesopore volume fraction. In thermal polymerization, the column
performance has been reported to increase with an increase in polymerization temperature, as
there occurs a decrease in though-pore size, thereby reducing the resistance to mass transfer and
eddy term contributions in the van Deemter equation.
Effect of porogens. As described in Section 1.5.2, the porogens control the porosity of the
monoliths, including pore-size and their distribution. Altering the type or the quantity of porogen
determines whether the monolith can be used for small or large molecule separations and, also,
the column performance for a particular separation. Premstaller et al. [95] demonstrated the
performance of a monolithic column (with micropellicular morphology) for
oligodexoynucleotide separations to be 40% better than particle packed columns. This was
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attributed to a reduction in intraparticle dispersion due to the complete absence of small pores in
the monolithic skeleton, allowing only convective flow through the bed structure.
On the other hand, poly(BADMA) monolithic columns with small microglobules or fused
morphologies were reported to be suitable for separation of small molecules such as
alkylbenzenes and alkylparabens [96]. They gave efficiency measurements between 20,000 and
30,000 plates/m for uracil at 0.1 μL/min (i.e., 0.38 mm/s). The plate count was as high as 61,432
plates/m for retained compounds. The performance was attributed to small domain size and high
surface area. In a study by Aoki et al. [98], the column efficiency was found to be 34,075
plates/m (H = 29.3 µm) when the monolith was prepared in situ with high molecular weight
polystyrene as coporogen. This was much higher than 5,650 plates/m (H = 177.0 µm), and 1,335
plates/m (H = 749.3 µm) obtained from capillaries prepared in situ with low molecular weight
standard PS or with toluene as porogens. These observations indicate that the high molecular
weight PS porogenic solution delayed phase separation because of visco-elasticity. Li et al.
[8,111] also reported size exclusion chromatography using organic monoliths prepared using
poly(ethylene oxide)-poly(propylene oxide)-poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO-PPO-PEO) or PPOPEO-PPO and Brij 58P as mesoporogens. The separations indicated the presence of mesopores
in the skeletal structure.
Effect of monomers. In a study by Smirnov et al. [101], the column efficiency showed a
significant increase (i.e., plate height decreased from 188 to 51 μm for an non-retained
compound) with an increase in HEMA content from 4% to 8% in the polymerization mixture.
They attributed this to reduced globule size in the monolithic skeleton. Xu et al. [103] reported
an increase in number of theoretical plates/m from 11,000 to 83,000 for thiourea with a change in
crosslinker from ethylene dimethacrylate (EDMA) to 2-methyl-1,8-octanediol dimethacrylate (2-
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Me-1,8-ODDMA). The increase was attributed to an increase in fraction of mesopores and, thus,
reduced C term in the van Deemter equation. Urban et al. [104] reported an H value of 39 μm for
benzene on their hypercrosslinked columns. They used the same column for rapid isocratic
separation of peptides and gradient elution of 7 small molecules. They also demonstrated the use
of this column for size exclusion of polystyrene standards using an organic mobile phase.
Effect of monomer to porogen ratio. Eeltink et al. [107] experienced an increase in
separation efficiency for a small molecule by a factor of ~5, which they ascribed to broadening
of the porosity curve when reducing the amount of monomers from 40 to 20%. In an another
study, Trojer et al. [105] found the retention times for biomolecules to be unaffected by an
increase in monomer content while the resolution increased. However, for oligonucleotides, both
the retention time and resolution were altered with change in monomer to porogen ratio,
indicating a change in both mesopore volume and through-pore size. This also indicates that
small molecule separations require broad pore distribution, as an increase in surface area
increases small molecule interaction with the stationary phase.
Overall, the structures of polymeric monolithic columns determine their applicability.
They have been effectively used for biomolecule separations with few applications for small
molecules. Organic monoliths provided faster and more efficient separations than conventional
HPLC columns (packed with 5 µm particles) for peptides in a kinetic plot study by Guillarme et
al. [110], which they ascribed to improved mass transfer kinetics. However, with the advent of
small particle sizes the performance of organic monolithic columns lags behind that of
particulate columns.
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1.6. Dissertation Overview
Monolithic column technology is still in its infancy, and discoveries in the field are
expected to give rise to novel materials with unique properties. Monolith technology has been
greatly improved over the past decade, and has been employed for both large and small molecule
separations [111-112]. The performance of monolithic columns has been shown to be
comparable to particle packed columns (using the kinetic plot method) in some cases with silica
monoliths [61]; however, it can still be significantly improved for polymeric monoliths, as is
evident from Table 1.1. The published literature clearly indicates a dependence of column
performance on stationary phase bed structure [113]. Also, the applicability of globular organic
polymer monoliths to large molecule separations and their poor performance for small molecules
have been ascribed to the structure of the monoliths [9]. Therefore, efforts should be directed
toward better understanding of the relationship of monolith bed structure and performance, and
control of through-pore structure and morphology.
My research was focused on improving the chromatographic efficiency of PEGDA
organic monoliths by characterizing the monolith morphology, correlating it to its
chromatographic efficiency and optimizing the morphology for improved performance. Chapter
2 reports use of capillary flow porometry for characterizing the effect of fabrication conditions
such as capillary diameter, pre-polymer composition on monolith morphology and performance.
Chapter 3 describes the development and implementation of 3D SEM as a technique for
providing quantitative descriptors of monolith morphology such as pore size, radial
heterogeneity, and bed tortuosity. The morphological parameters were correlated with the
chromatographic performance of PEGDA monoliths. These characterization studies aided in
identifying the factors governing monolith morphology and its performance. Chapter 4 lists the
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Table 1.1. Representative performance data for a variety of packed and monolithic columns.
Stationary
Performance
K
Back
Column
Reference
Phase
pressure
dimensions
N
H
(plates/m)
(µm)
Particle packed columns
Particle
Diameter
5 µm

83,000

12.0

2.7

3 µm

110,000

9.1

0.9

1.5 µm

209,000

2.4

0.2

1 µm

521,000

2.0

2.0

899 psi at
0.088 cm/s
Constant
pressure of
200 kg/cm2
23,000 psi
at 0.145
cm/s
40,000 psi
at 0.15 cm/s

33 cm x 50
µm i.d.
100 cm x 200
µm i.d.

[2]
[46]

49.3 cm x 30
µm i.d.

[115]

46 cm x 30
µm i.d.

[116]

Silica monoliths
Domain
size
3.1 µm

186,000

5.4

1.4

377 psi at
2.0 mm/s

14.5 cm x 100
µm i.d.

[61]

2.6 µm

200,000

5.0

1.4

537 psi at
2.0 mm/s

15 cm x 100
µm i.d.

[61]

2.2 µm

210,000

4.8

1.4

653 at psi
2.0 mm/s

15 cm x 100
µm i.d.

[61]

Organic monoliths

Domain
Size
N.A.

48,000

20.5

11.5 (estimated
from
chromatogram)

1740 psi at
6.4 mm/s

8 cm x 200
µm i.d.

[117]

N.A.

60,000

16.6

7.9

700 psi at
1.1 mm/s

16 cm x 75
µm i.d.

[96]

N.A.

83,200

12.0

0.04

3770 psi at
0.1 µL/min

13 cm x 100
µm i.d.

[94]
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corrections needed in calculating column efficiency because of the extra-column dead volume
associated with the capillary liquid chromatograph. The liquid chromatograph used in all of the
studies was found to have a dead volume of ~35 nL. The measured column performance was
found to be 60% of actual chromatographic performance. In Chapter 5, PEGDA monoliths were
fabricated by optimizing the factors governing monolith performance using statistical principles
with column efficiency as the guiding parameter. The monolithic columns were used for RPLC
of small molecules, exhibiting column efficiencies of 186,000 plates/m (corrected for extracolumn dead volume) for a non-retained compound. High resolution gradient separations of
selected pharmaceutical compounds and phenylurea herbicides were achieved in less than 18 min
on the fabricated PEGDA monoliths. Chapter 6 describes fabrication of PEGDA monoliths using
organotellurium-mediated living radical polymerization (TERP) for reducing the inherent
structural heterogeneity associated with conventional free-radical polymerization. The fabricated
columns gave an unprecedented column performance of 238,000 plates/m (corrected for dead
volume) for a non-retained compound. Chapter 7 presents some proposed future directions in
using the developed characterization and fabrication techniques for other monomer systems,
which could be used for other modes of chromatography.
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CHAPTER 2 CHARACTERIZING ORGANIC MONOLITHIC COLUMNS USING
CAPILLARY FLOW POROMETRY AND SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPY∗
2.1 Introduction
The bed structure, including morphology and pore size distribution, of any
chromatographic column (particle packed or monolithic) has an important influence on column
efficiency apart from chromatographic conditions such as mobile phase composition, flow rate,
etc. The porosity of the stationary phase not only determines its performance in terms of mass
transfer kinetics (e.g., efficiency) but also affects its hydrodynamic properties (e.g., permeability)
[1,2]. Therefore, the bed structure must be extensively investigated and controlled for obtaining
the best efficiency, keeping in mind that there must be a compromise between performance and
permeability [1-3].
The bed structures of particle packed columns have long been evaluated both
microscopically and macroscopically, with the desire to understand the influence of particle
shape, size distribution and arrangement in the bed structure on column performance [4,5]. The
efficiency of particle packed columns has been greatly improved over time by improving the
uniformity of the packed bed, which is facilitated by column miniaturization, small particle size
and optimum packing procedure [2,6-8]. However, monolithic column performance has not
generally matched that of particle packed columns [9]. This can be attributed to the heterogeneity
of monolithic skeletal structures and their wide through-pore size distributions [10]. Therefore,
there have been many studies to characterize monoliths in terms of globule size and pore-size
distribution to determine the most important factors responsible for their performance [11,12].
Column structural characterization has been accomplished using microscopic techniques
such as scanning electron microscopy (SEM) [13], X-ray diffraction analysis [14] and
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) [15]. These techniques provide images of the sample,
∗

This chapter was largely reproduced from: Aggarwal, P.; Tolley, H. D.; Lee, M.L. Anal.Chem. 2011, 84, 247-254.
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but with only limited quantitative information. They provide information about the shape and
morphology of the polymeric skeleton along with a rough estimate of the pore-size distribution.
These techniques are also quite expensive and time-consuming. Other bulk measurement
techniques such as nitrogen adsorption measurements [16] and mercury intrusion porosimetry
(MIP) [17], when used together, can provide the macro- and micro- porosities of materials.
However, the relevance of these bulk porosity measurements to chromatographic column
performance is highly uncertain. Gigova [18] showed the difference between pore-size
distribution measurements of the same sample by MIP and capillary flow porometry (CFP) and
assigned the reason to different principles of measurement employed by the two techniques. MIP
was reported to measure a single pore as two different pores, the wider part of the pore being a
large pore while the narrowest part being a small pore. Therefore, other techniques capable of
measuring porosity and morphology in the column format are preferred over bulk measurement
techniques. Inverse size exclusion chromatography (ISEC) [19] has been one such popular
technique used to obtain the three-dimensional porosity of columns. Grimes et al.[20] formulated
two models, the parallel pore model (PPM) and parallel network model (PNM), to measure ISEC
curves, which expanded the amount of information obtained from ISEC. However, the use of
tetrahydrofuran as mobile phase has been reported to destroy certain columns [19]. Newer
techniques, such as total pore blocking (TPB) [21] and CLSM [22] have also proved helpful in
characterizing stationary phase bed structure in the column format. CLSM provides complete
three-dimensional macropore morphology of monoliths based on quantitative physical
reconstruction of microscopic images. However, it has only been applicable to silica monoliths
because of difficulties involved in matching the refractive index of polymeric monoliths with
that of silica tubing.
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The research group I worked with previously reported the use of CFP for through-pore
size characterization in the column format using a home-built capillary flow porometer [23]. CFP
is an extrusion method, which detects the presence of through-pores when gas flow through the
bed displaces a wetting liquid from the most constricted part of the pores at a specific pressure.
Subsequently, the pore diameter can be calculated from the pressure using [24]
P=

4γcosθ
d

(2.1)

where P is the inlet gas pressure, 𝛾𝛾 is the surface tension of wetting liquid, 𝜃𝜃 is the contact angle
between wetting liquid and polymer surface, and d is the through-pore diameter.

Other through-pore characteristics, such as mean through-pore size, through-pore size
distribution, and gas permeability can be computed based on measurements of differential
pressures and flow rates through wet and dry samples [25]. The through-pores are characterized
in their actual forms, making CFP an attractive technique.
In this chapter, use of CFP to characterize different organic monolithic columns to
determine the effects of synthesis parameters such as porogen ratio, capillary diameter, capillary
length and monomer ratio on the porous properties of the monoliths is introduced. SEM was used
to measure the skeletal size and to verify the results obtained from CFP for thorough-pore size
distribution. The efficiencies of monolithic columns were analyzed as a function of domain size
and pore-size distribution.

2.2 Experimental
2.2.1 Chemicals and reagents
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2,2-Dimethoxy-2-phenyl-acetophenone (DMPA), 3-(trimethoxysilyl)propyl methacrylate
(TPM), and poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate (PEGDA, Mn ~ 258) were purchased from SigmaAldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). Analytical reagent grade methanol (Sigma-Aldrich) and ethyl
ether (Mallinckrodt Baker, Phillipsburg, NJ, USA) were used as porogens. Toluene and acetone
used for capillary pre-treatment were purchased from Mallinckrodt Baker, while ethanol was
bought from Decon Labs (King of Prussia, PA, USA). UV transparent fused-silica capillary
tubing was purchased from Polymicro Technologies (Phoenix, AZ, USA).
2.2.2 Sample preparation
Monoliths were synthesized inside pre-treated UV transparent capillaries. The surface of the
capillary was functionalized by flushing the column first with ethanol and HPLC grade water
(Sigma-Aldrich). The inner surface was then etched with 1 M NaOH by heating at 120°C for 3 h
followed by leaching with 1 M HCl for 3 h at 110°C. Then it was rinsed with water and ethanol
and dried with nitrogen at 110°C overnight in a GC oven. Afterwards, a 15% solution of TPM in
dry toluene was placed in the capillary overnight at room temperature. After reaction, the
capillary was rinsed with toluene and acetone and dried with nitrogen overnight in a GC oven at
room temperature [26].
The pre-polymer solution containing PEGDA, Mn ~ 258, methanol and ethyl ether of
variable composition and fixed amount of DMPA (1% w/w of monomer), was introduced into
the capillary using helium gas pressure. The capillary was then placed under a PRX 1000-20 UV
lamp (TAMARACK Scientific, Corona, CA, USA) for 3 min (390 ± 15 nm). After reaction, the
capillary column was flushed with methanol and then HPLC grade water using an HPLC pump.
In this work, the monomer (PEGDA) content in the reagent mixture and the porogen ratio
(w/w of methanol/ethyl ether) were varied for fabrication of different monoliths to explore their
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influence on monolith morphology. Table 2.1 lists the reagent compositions for these different
monolithic columns. Polymeric monoliths with 32% monomer and 1.66 porogen ratio were
fabricated in 75, 150 and 250 µm i.d. capillary columns to study the effect of inner diameter on
pore structure. Monoliths were prepared in different lengths (1.5 cm, 2 cm, and 3 cm) of 150 µm
i.d. capillary tubing to study the effect of capillary length on pore structure.
2.2.3 Scanning electron microscopy
The morphologies of polymeric monolithic columns were visualized using a scanning electron
microscope (FEI Helios Nanolab 600, Hillsboro, OR, USA) under high vacuum after coating
with a thin (~10 nm) conducting layer of gold on a small section (0.5 cm) of each capillary
column. The images were captured in high or ultra-high resolution mode and were analyzed
using Image J software. The images were used for measuring the globule size (20 measurements
for each sample) and through-pore size distribution (50 measurements for each sample) for each
monolithic column synthesized.
2.2.4 Capillary flow porometry
A home-built flow meter reported earlier [23] was used to measure the microflow rates.
The wet up/dry down measurement method was applied in this work, which means a wet curve
was determined with nitrogen gas pressure increasing, followed by a dry curve with pressure
decreasing for every sample. The wet curve was determined first since polymeric monoliths can
be sensitive to drying and, if left for drying overnight, the original pore structures of the
monoliths could be altered. HPLC grade water (instead of Galwick used previously) was used as
the wetting liquid for determining the wet curve. The dry and wet curves obtained for monoliths
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Table 2.1. Reagent compositions for different monolithic columns.
Column
Percentage of
Porogen
Capillary diameter
Capillary length
number*
monomer
ratio
(μm)
(cm)
1
32
0.60
150
1.5
2
32
1.00
150
1.5
3
32
1.66
150
1.5
4
25
1.00
150
1.5
5
32
1.00
150
1.5
6
40
1.00
150
1.5
7
32
1.66
75
1.5
8
32
1.66
150
1.5
9
32
1.66
250
1.5
10
32
1.00
150
1.5
11
32
1.00
150
2.0
12
32
1.00
150
3.0
* Columns 2, 5 and 10 are the same column. Similarly, columns 3 and 8 are the same column.
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using Galwick as a wetting liquid never met at pressures as high as 130 psi for this PEGDA
monolith, which could be due to swelling of the monolith with Galwick. The contact angle
between the monolith and wetting liquid was measured using a goniometer, and was found to be
23°.
The time required to obtain a stable flow rate was much greater at low pressure than at
high pressure because when the gas flow rate was very low, the number of through-pores opened
was less than at higher pressures. The wet and dry curves were repeated three times for every
parameter varied (i.e., three columns of the same composition were analyzed) and every data
point for the dry and wet curves at each set pressure was measured three times to reduce the error
in measurement.
From equation 2.1, the though-pore diameter at a particular pressure can be calculated.
The pore size distribution was calculated using the relative flow rates from the dry and wet curve
measurements using the following equations:
Filter flow % (FF%) = 100 ×

wet flow
dry flow

(2.2)

Incremental filter flow % (∆FF%) = current FF% − previous FF%

Incremental pore diameter (∆d) = previous diameter − current diameter
Pore size distribution =

∆FF%
∆d

(2.3)
(2.4)
(2.5)

The gas flow rates measured for dry samples were used to compute the gas permeability23
using Darcy’s law using the following equation:
Ts
A
F=k �
� � � (Pi + Po) (Pi -Po)
2μlPs T

(2.6)

where F is the flow rate of the inert gas at inlet pressure Pi and measurement temperature T, k is
the permeability, µ is the gas viscosity, A is the cross-sectional area of the porous material, l is
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the column length, Ps is the standard atmospheric pressure, Po is the pressure at the column outlet
and Ts is the standard temperature (273.15 K).
The results from the porometric measurements were compared with observations of the
monolith structure from SEM. The domain size of the monolith structure was determined using
globule size measurement from SEM and through-pore size measurement from CFP.
2.2.5 Data analysis
The data obtained from each CFP experiment were smoothed statistically by fitting the
dry and wet curves to a fourth power polynomial regression, since measurement at each set
pressure value was time-dependent and even a small error in one measurement led to a huge
error in the final distribution. Moreover, the flow rate of gas through the pores was reported to be
a fourth power function of pore diameter [21], explaining the good fit of curves to a fourth
polynomial function.
Apart from this, estimation of the pore size distribution is, of course, subject to
uncertainty. There are two sources of uncertainty in the measurements here. The first is the
measurement uncertainty in actually obtaining the measurements listed in equation 2.5. This
uncertainty is specific to the segment of capillary being measured and is generated by the
variability in the equipment and in the measurement process. The second source of uncertainty is
the actual variation in pore size distributions created by the pore generation process. This
uncertainty is observable when distributions at different locations in the capillary are compared.
The uncertainty is relevant to assessing the porosity of the capillary. In this work, I estimated the
distribution of pore sizes from three different segments of the capillary. The variation in pore
size distribution observed at each observation point contains both sources of uncertainty.
Consequently, I determined error bars of the average pore size distribution (average across the
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three measurements of a capillary at a particular pore diameter) using the observed standard
error. Error bars are shown in Figure 2.2C, but not in other figures, for clarity of the images.
2.2.6 Efficiency measurements
The capillary liquid chromatography system used for efficiency measurements was an
Ultimate 3000 high pressure gradient LC system (Dionex, Sunnyville, CA, USA) equipped with
an FLM-3300 nanoflow manager (1:1000 spilt ratio). Monoliths prepared from different prepolymer compositions were fabricated in 15 cm long capillary columns, and their
chromatographic efficiencies were measured using thiourea (2 mg/mL) as analyte and HPLC
grade water as mobile phase at a flow rate of 0.2 µL/min.
2.3 Results and Discussion
2.3.1 Through-pore size characterization
The wet and dry curves for a monolith can be obtained using CFP, which measures the gas flow
rate through the wet and dry monolith at specified pressures. CFP measures the most constricted
part of the through-pore, which is called the throat pore diameter. Based on the definition of the
dry curve, the half dry curve is half of the gas flow rate through the dry sample as a function of
differential pressure. The pressure at which the half dry curve intersects the wet curve gives the
mean through-pore diameter. Figure 2.1 shows the representative wet, dry and half dry curves
obtained for a PEGDA monolith, with 32% monomer and 0.6 porogen ratio, along with the
corresponding pore size measurements. Similar curves were plotted for each organic monolithic
column listed in Table 2.1 (i.e., monoliths with different pre-polymer compositions or column
diameters).
The porous properties of a monolith and its morphology in the past were mainly
considered to be a consequence of porogen ratio, amount of monomer and polymerization
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Figure 2.1. Wet, dry and half-dry curves for a PEGDA monolith with 32% monomer and 0.6
porogen ratio (Column 1 in Table 2.1).
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conditions, while the effect of capillary dimensions (i.e., diameter and length) were not
considered to be important. However, the capillary column dimensions for particle packed
columns have been reported to have a great influence on column performance [5]. Therefore,
they should also have an influence on the morphology and porous properties of monoliths.
Therefore, I analyzed the porous properties of PEGDA monolithic columns by CFP for effects of
monomer content, porogen ratio and capillary dimensions.
Effect of Porogen Ratio. Table 2.2 lists the mean through-pore diameters obtained from
CFP of PEGDA monoliths with porogen ratios of 0.60, 1.00 and 1.66. The average values were
1.73, 1.20 and 1.59 µm, respectively. The mean through-pore diameter decreased with increase
in porogen ratio (i.e., increase in amount of methanol) from 0.60 to 1.00, but increased thereafter.
This indicates that the minimum through-pore size was obtained when equal amounts of
methanol and ethyl ether were used as porogen. The permeabilities of the columns also followed
the same trend, thereby further verifying this conclusion. Also, the pore size distribution showed
a shift toward smaller pore sizes with increase in porogen ratio, as can be seen in Figure 2.2A.
Effect of Monomer Ratio. The though-pore diameter and permeability have been reported to
decrease with an increase in monomer content as a result of an increase in size of the polymeric
skeleton [27]. The increase in monomer concentration leads to more number of nuclei formation
on irradiation. When these nuclei compete for monomers, they touch each other before growing
to large size. As a result, smaller voids (through-pores) are generated in the microglobular
monolithic structure [9]. The same trend was observed from CFP measurements, i.e., the
permeability and pore size decreased with increase in percentage of monomer. The cross-over
points of the wet and half-dry curves gave mean through-pore diameters of 1.64, 1.20 and
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Table 2.2. Mean through-pore size diameters and permeabilities determined using CFP for
various monoliths.
Column
Parameter
Mean through-pore
Average
RSD
Permeability
number
varieda
diameter (µm)b
(%)
(x 10-8 m2)
1
2
3
Porogen ratio
1
0.60
1.62
1.62
1.94
1.73
10.86
1.24
2
1.00
1.11
1.11
1.39
1.20
13.43
1.19
3
1.66
1.79
1.49
1.49
1.59
10.68
1.20
Percentage of
monomer (%)
4
25
1.62
1.69
1.62
1.64
2.54
4.63
5
32
1.11
1.11
1.39
1.20
13.43
1.19
6
40
0.79
0.83
0.79
0.80
2.78
0.04
Column
diameter (µm)
7
75
3.66
3.56
3.35
3.52
4.49
1.25
8
150
1.79
1.49
1.49
1.59
10.68
1.20
9
250
1.39
1.55
1.55
1.50
6.17
0.65
Column length
(cm)
10
1.5
1.11
1.11
1.39
1.20
13.43
11
2.0
1.29
1.21
1.21
1.24
3.76
12
3.0
1.29
1.21
1.21
1.24
3.76
a
Refer to Table 2.1 for column composition.
b
Three columns were analyzed for each column listed in Table 2.1.
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Figure 2.2. Through-pore size distributions for organic monolithic capillary columns prepared
with (A) different porogen ratios, (B) different percentages of monomer and (C) different
capillary diameters.
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0.80 for columns listed in Table 2.2. The pore size distribution shifted towards smaller pore
diameter with increase in monomer content (Figure 2.2B).
Effect of Capillary Diameter. Monolithic columns with inner diameters of 75, 150 and
250 µm exhibited different porous properties and morphologies. CFP measurements showed a
decrease in mean through-pore size with increase in capillary diameter (Table 2.2). This could
result from chemical reactions occurring in different environments, e.g., different temperature
and/or depth of penetration of UV light. In small i.d. columns, light penetrates through the
capillary and free radical initiation occurs at a faster rate. Fast initiation increases the overall
polymerization rate, promoting early phase separation. As a consequence, the pore size becomes
larger [28]. Figure 2.2C shows the through-pore size distributions of columns with different
diameters. The monolith prepared in a 250 µm i.d. capillary column had a large number of pores
with small diameter, whereas 75 µm i.d. columns had a greater number of larger diameter pores.
Effect of Length. The organic monolithic columns had highly interconnected porous
structures as verified by the CFP results, which showed the same mean through-pore diameter of
1.24 µm for different lengths of capillary columns (i.e., 1.5, 2.0 and 3.0 cm), as listed in Table
2.2. The through-pore size distribution curves showed similar shape and range, i.e., from 0.643.80 µm for all columns. Monoliths were synthesized in different lengths of capillary columns
and then the desired lengths were cut from different portions of the columns. Each capillary
length was analyzed three times, making certain that replicates were taken from different
portions of different capillary columns.
2.3.2 SEM characterization
All columns synthesized were also analyzed using SEM for globule size and throughpore size. Several SEM images were captured for the same sample at different points along the
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column length and analyzed using Image J software. SEM measurement of through-pore size
was accomplished by measuring two orthogonal axes (longest and smallest) of the pore and
taking their average as pore diameter. The through-pore size measurements showed the same
trends as the CFP measurements for every parameter, i.e., the results of CFP were supported by
SEM. The data obtained from SEM images was processed as a histogram and then the histogram
was redrawn as a line graph for comparison to CFP measurements. Figure 2.3 shows a
comparison of SEM and CFP results for distribution of through-pores for monoliths with
porogen ratio of 0.60 and monomer percentage of 32%, prepared in 150 µm i.d. capillary
columns (column 1 in Table 2.1). Similar distributions from SEM and CFP measurements also
support the uniformity of the pore structure along the column length.
The same SEM images were also used for measuring globule sizes of the monolithic columns.
Table 2.3 lists the globule sizes for different monoliths. The domain sizes were calculated using
the globule sizes and through-pore size measurements.
2.3.3 Effect of domain size on efficiency
The efficiencies (i.e., plate height, H) of monolithic columns have been reported to vary directly
with domain size [9]. A decrease in domain size results in a reduced diffusion length for the
analyte across the bed structure, thereby decreasing the contribution of the C term in the van
Deemter equation, and lowering the H value. A decrease in through-pore size reduces the
resistance to mass transfer in the mobile phase, while a decrease in skeleton size decreases the
resistance to mass transfer in the stationary phase. Also, narrow through-pore size distribution
reduces the eddy diffusion contribution in the van Deemter equation. Therefore, a small domain
size and narrow through-pore size distribution should result in an improved efficiency (small H
value) of the chromatographic column.
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Figure 2.3. Pore size distribution for column 1 in Table 2.1 obtained by (A) CFP measurement
and (B) SEM measurement in histogram and line graph forms, respectively.
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Table 2.3. Domain sizes for different monoliths.
Column
Parameter varieda
Through-pore size
number
(µm)
Porogen ratio
1
0.60
1.73
2
1.00
1.20
3
1.66
1.59
Percentage of monomer
(%)
4
25
1.64
5
32
1.20
6
40
0.80
Column diameter (µm)
7
75
3.52
8
150
1.59
9
250
1.50
a
Globule size measured from SEM images.
b
Domain size = globule size + through-pore diameter.
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Globule size
(µm)a

Domain size (µm)b

1.02
0.56
0.81

2.75
1.76
2.40

0.62
0.56
0.98

2.26
1.76
1.78

0.69
0.81
0.57

4.21
2.40
2.07

The efficiencies of organic monolithic columns were found to improve (i.e., H value decreased)
with an increase in capillary diameter. A 250 μm i.d. column gave a plate height of 88 μm,
because the domain size was found to decrease and the through-pore size distribution became
narrower with an increase in capillary diameter (Table 2.3). However, the plate height obtained
was still high because of the presence of some larger through-pores in this monolithic structure
and random distribution of them through the capillary. I believe this plate height can be reduced
significantly by decreasing the domain size of the monolithic skeleton and narrowing the
through-pore size distribution. Figure 2.4 shows the variation in domain size and efficiency for
monoliths prepared in different capillary diameters. The through-pore size decreased with
increase in capillary diameter; however, the skeleton size first increased and then decreased. This
trend in skeletal size explains the poor performance (i.e., resolution) of PEGDA organic
monoliths in 250 μm i.d. columns for size exclusion chromatography [29], due to the reduced
number of mesopores in the skeleton.
Figures 2.5 and 2.6 show the variations in domain size and efficiency for monoliths with
porogen ratio and percentage of monomer. Among monoliths with different porogen ratio, the
monolith with porogen ratio of 1 exhibited the best efficiency (smallest H value), having the
smallest mean through-pore size of 1.20 μm and skeletal size of 0.55 μm. Among the monoliths
prepared from different amounts of monomers, 25% monomer content gave the best performance
and was found to have minimum domain size. The domain size of monoliths with 40% monomer
was approximately the same as a monolith with 25% monomer; however, the skeletal size for the
former was 0.97 μm compared to 0.55 μm for the latter, thereby leading to an increase in the
resistance to mass transfer in the stationary phase for the former. Moreover, with 40% monomer,
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efficiency for monolithic capillary columns.
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the skeletal structure was fused in nature instead of globular (Figure 2.7), further increasing the
residence time of solute in the stationary phase and compromising the efficiency.
2.4 Conclusions
The effects of capillary diameter, capillary length, porogen ratio and monomer content on
morphology and porous properties of PEGDA monoliths were examined using CFP and SEM.
Measurements from CFP and SEM were in good agreement for pore size distributions. These
results reveal a significant effect of capillary diameter on monolith porosity with through-pore
size decreasing from 3.52 to 1.50 μm with an increase in capillary diameter from 75 to 250 μm.
The same through-pore size distribution for different lengths of columns verified the presence of
highly interconnected through-pores. This emphasizes the need for in-situ characterization
techniques for evaluating monolithic capillary columns.
The CFP and SEM analyses provided in-situ measurements, which were used for
calculating the domain size and predicting the relative efficiencies of monolithic columns.
Columns with narrow through-pore size distribution and small domain size gave the best
efficiencies, e.g., a 250 μm i.d column with small domain size gave an H value of 88 μm. These
results emphasize the need for narrow through-pore size distribution and small domain size for
improving the performance of monolithic columns. In-column characterization techniques can
aid in identifying the factors affecting the monolith morphology, which can then be altered to
produce a uniform monolithic bed structure with much lower H value (i.e., improved
performance).
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Figure 2.7. SEM images for monolithic columns prepared with (A) 25% monomer (B) 40%
monomer in the reagent solution.
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CHAPTER 3 CORRELATION OF CHROMATOGRAPHIC PERFORMANCE WITH
MORPHOLOGICAL FEATURES OF ORGANIC POLYMER MONOLITHS ∗
3.1 Introduction
Organic monolithic stationary phases offer broad chromatographic selectivity, high
porosity, and independent optimization of through-pore and skeleton sizes in LC [1-6]. However,
the chromatographic performance of these organic monoliths has generally not reached the level
of particle packed columns, particularly for small molecules, which can be attributed to large
average through-pore size, random (heterogeneous) spatial through-pore distribution, variable
through-pore geometry (tortuosity), and inconsistent skeletal lattice and pore dimensions along
the column length (axial heterogeneity) and across the column diameter (radial heterogeneity)
[1,2,5,7,8]. These structural features, inherent in monoliths because of the nature of their
fabrication processes cause significant band broadening along a column, which can be explained
in terms of the classical van Deemter coefficients. The variable through-pore geometry (i.e.,
tortuosity) can be related to the B-term, while the other structural features contribute to eddy
dispersion (A-term of the van Deemter equation) because of the mobile phase flow velocity
inequalities within the column [7]. Giddings divided the contributions of these flow velocity
inequalities into categories of trans-skeleton, trans-channel, inter-channel and trans-column,
depending on their magnitudes in time and length [9]. The trans-skeleton and trans-channel
velocity biases were directly related to average skeleton thickness and macropore size,
respectively. The inter-channel velocity bias was reported to be governed by the heterogeneity of
the pore space, while the trans-column bias was related to the radial heterogeneity of the
monolith. All of these relationships were initially reported for particle packed columns [10],
which were then extended to silica monoliths [7,9,11,12]. However, information about
This chapter was largely reproduced from: Aggarwal, P.; Asthana V.; Lawson, J. S.; Tolley, H. D.; Wheeler, H. D.;
Mazzeo, B. A.; Lee, M.L. J. Chromatogr. A 2014, 1334, 20-29.
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morphology-transport relationships, which is essential for improving the material properties of
any porous medium [13], is very limited for organic monoliths [1]. The ability to correlate
measurements of chromatographic efficiency to qualitative and quantitative descriptors of
monolith bed morphology would greatly aid in structure-directed optimization of synthetic
methods.
A number of characterization methods, stated in Section 2.1, have provided limited
descriptors of monolith morphology (i.e., pore size and pore size distribution) with no
information about the skeletal dimensions and bed uniformity across the column radius.
Moreover, the relevance of these bulk measurements to chromatographic column performance
has proven to be highly speculative because of poor correlation between measurements of bulk
samples and monoliths confined in capillaries [14,15]. The work with capillary flow porometry
(CFP) [16,17] in Chapter 2 verifies the need for in-column measurements. Three-dimensional
reconstructions of monoliths would provide useful insights into their formation, and aid in
establishing morphology-performance relationships for organic monoliths in terms of van
Deemter coefficients.
Therefore, researchers have developed a small number of in situ characterization
techniques, such as SEM [18], TEM [19], ISEC [20], TPB [21], Donnan-exclusion method [22]
capacitively-coupled contactless conductivity detection (C4D) [23] and CLSM [24,25] for
analyzing stationary phase bed structures in the column format, several of which are capable of
providing three-dimensional (3D) information. However, the use of organic solvents as mobile
phase or pore blocking agents in ISEC and TPB, respectively, may alter the morphology of
certain organic monoliths, compromising their 3D characterization [19,20]. C4D allows rapid
scanning of heterogeneities along the column length; however, it fails to detect radial
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heterogeneity, and the information available is insufficient for 3D reconstruction [11]. CLSM has
proven to provide 3D structural information about silica monoliths; however, the refractive index
mismatch between the capillary wall and polymeric monoliths has limited its application in
characterization of organic polymer monoliths. Two-dimensional (2D) SEM has long been used
for obtaining structural information about monolith morphology [18], membrane filters [26] and
biological samples [27], however, in only one geometric plane. The same information can be
obtained in all three (x, y and z) dimensions by serial sectioning and imaging of many crosssections using dual-beam SEM with subsequent image processing [28-32]. There have been
several attempts at extending the application of these 2D characterization techniques (TEM and
SEM) to polymeric monolith morphology [19], the most recent being the work of Tallarek et al.
[33]. These authors used serial block-face scanning electron microscopy to analyze the solvated
structures of hyper-crosslinked poly(styrene-divinylbenzene) monoliths within capillary
columns. However, the procedure involves adsorption of the staining agent on the monolith
being characterized. The extent of this adsorption differs for different monoliths, thus requiring
optimization of the staining agent concentration to achieve the desired contrast in the images.
In this chapter, a slice-and-view procedure using a dual-beam focused ion beam-SEM
(DB FIB/SEM) was developed for 3D characterization of PEGDA monolith morphology. The
images collected were used to reconstruct the sample volume; also, chord length distributions
(CLD) representing pore sizes, radial homogeneities, and porosities [15,19,25] were derived.
These 3D data sets were further utilized to compute pore space tortuosity in all three spatial
directions. The results of these computational predictions were verified using experimental
techniques based on measurement of ionic transport properties of electrolyte filled in the pore
space. The information derived from these techniques was used to compare morphological
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differences between chromatographic columns as well as areas located spatially at different
locations within the same capillary column. These quantitative measurements of morphological
differences aided in identifying the factors affecting the chromatographic performance of these
columns.
3.2 Experimental
3.2.1 Chemicals and reagents
2,2-Dimethoxy-2-phenyl-acetophenone (DMPA), 3-(trimethoxysilyl)propyl methacrylate
(TPM), and poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate (PEGDA, Mn ~ 700) were purchased from SigmaAldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). Analytical reagent grade 2-propanol (Mallinckrodt Baker,
Phillipsburg, NJ, USA) and hexanes (Fischer Scientific, Fair Lawn, NJ, USA) were used as
porogens. Tergitol 15-S-20, a surfactant also used as a porogen, came from Dow Chemical,
Midland, MI, USA. UV transparent fused-silica capillary tubing was purchased from Polymicro
Technologies (Phoenix, AZ, USA). LR white resin (medium grade) came from Ted Pella,
Redding, CA, USA, and the staining agent, lead II methacrylate, came from Gelest, Morrisville,
PA, USA.
3.2.2 Monolith fabrication
Monoliths were fabricated inside pretreated UV transparent Teflon coated capillaries.
The inner surface of the capillary was functionalized with TPM following the procedure
described in Section 2.2.2. The pre-polymer solution containing monomer (PEGDA, Mn ~ 700),
porogens (hexane, isopropanol and tergitol 15-S-20) of variable composition, and a fixed amount
of DMPA (1% w/w of monomer) was introduced into the surface treated capillary using helium
gas pressure. The capillary was then placed under a PRX 1000-20 UV lamp (TAMARACK
Scientific, Corona, CA) for 3 min (390 ± 15 nm). After polymerization, the capillary column was
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flushed with methanol and then HPLC grade water using an HPLC pump. The two columns
selected (i.e., C1 and C2) for characterization (see Section 3.3.1) differed in chromatographic
performance. They both had the same capillary dimensions (i.e., ~15 cm long and 150 µm
diameter) and contained the same pre-polymer constituents. Table 3.1 lists the reagent
compositions, column dimensions and column efficiencies for these different monolithic
columns. A van Deemter curve was plotted for each column using thiourea (0.2 mg/mL) as
analyte and HPLC grade water as mobile phase (Figure 3.1). The capillary LC system used for
efficiency measurements was an Ultimate 3000 high-pressure gradient LC system (Dionex,
Sunnyville, CA) equipped with an FLM-3300 nanoflow manager (1:1000 split ratio).
3.2.3 Sample preparation for SEM
A 4 % (w/w) solution of lead methacrylate (staining agent) was made in LR white
(medium grade) resin by sonicating the mixture for 20 min, making sure there were no visible air
bubbles in the solution. The fabricated PEGDA columns were flushed with ethanol-water
mixtures having successively higher ethanol concentrations (i.e., 30 %, 50 %, 70 % and 95 %,
w/w), followed by flushing with an equi-portion mixture of stained resin and 95 % (w/w)
ethanol/water. Finally, the columns were filled with the stained resin using a syringe pump,
followed by thermal polymerization of the resin inside the column at 55 °C in an oven. The
columns were observed to be completely filled and polymerized (Figures 3.2C and 3.2D). The
column was cut into short lengths (i.e., 0.5-1 cm) and mounted on an SEM stub; the capillary
ends were then gold coated (10 nm) to overcome sample charging during SEM.
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Table 3.1. Column performance, specifications and reagent compositions for different
monolithic columns.
Specifications
Column 1 (C1)
Column 2 (C2)
Percentage of monomer
20
a
Porogen ratio
2.81
Percentage of tergitol
35
Column length (cm)
14.7
Column diameter (µm)
150
Back pressure (MPa)/(psi)
2.41/350
Hmin(µm) b
19.5
b
A (µm)
6.95
B (x 103 µm2/s ) b
1.43
-2
b
C (x 10 s)
2.79
Column porosity (εext) c
0.65
a
Porogen ratio = w/w ratio of isopropanol/hexane
b
Measured using non-retained compound thiourea
c
Measured using thyroglobulin as large biomolecule

75

30
0.96
25
14.5
150
9.99/1,450
15.3
6.12
0.96
2.21
0.49
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Figure 3.1. Plots of plate height (H) vs linear velocity using thiourea as an non-retained
compound for two monolithic columns prepared using the same reagents and procedure. Error
bars include the total range in values from three repetitive measurements.
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Figure 3.2. SEM images of (A) column 1; (B) column 1 at higher magnification, which shows a
fused morphology; (C) monolith-free capillary filled with stained LR white solution; (D) column
1 embeded with LR white; (E) raw SEM image taken in the back-scattered electron mode; and
(F) binary image after noise removal and Otsu’s thresholding.
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3.2.4 Image acquisition and processing
Image acquisition was performed using a Helios dual-beam SEM. A trough (~50×50×25
µm) was created and subsequently sectioned (100 nm slice thickness) along the z-axis using a
gallium ion beam. A backscattered electron image of 1024 x 884 pixels with a pixel size of 35.3
x 44.8 nm2 was acquired. The collected images were cropped to eliminate the poorly illuminated
dark area at the bottom of the trough and to select the desired area, thereby yielding a sample
size of 24.7 x 21.7 x 10.00 µm3. The images were acquired in backscatter electron mode with a
beam energy of 2 kV and probe current of 0.69 nA, at a working distance of 4.1 mm and tilt
angle of 52°. The acquired SEM images are compressed along the Y axis because of imaging at a
tilted angle. The actual length of the cross section was obtained by dividing the compressed pixel
length along the Y axis with the sine of the tilt angle [34]. The images collected were then
processed using an in-house written MATLAB program. I applied four consecutive processing
steps to convert the gray-scale images to binary images (solid skeleton and void spaces): (1)
median filter and wiener filter (with kernel size 6 x 3) to remove the grainy noise while
preserving the edges of the pore structure, (2) open filter (with disc radius of 30 pixels) to
remove the non-homogenous illumination from the images [35], (3) Gaussian filter and
histogram equalization to remove noise in the images and enhance the contrast, respectively, and
(4) Otsu’s thresholding to make the images binary for segmentation, giving the best visual match
between binary and raw images (Figures 3.2E and 3.2F). These binary images (100 in number)
were stacked to represent a 3D structure for each sample (Figure 3.3). Images were collected for
four sample sets (C1C, C1E, C2C and C2E), with two sample sets from each column (C1 and
C2). The letters E and C represent the edge and center of the columns, respectively.
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Figure 3.3. Volume rendered 3D representation of the reconstructed PEGDA monolith. The
white areas represent pores, while the black areas represent the monolithic skeleton.
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3.2.5 Data acquisition and analysis
To extract quantitative morphological information from the segmented image stack,
chords were generated by randomly (but uniformly) choosing points in the void space.
Uniformity in selecting points was achieved by dividing the image into grids and then randomly
selecting a point within each grid. Vectors were then projected from these points at an equispaced angle until they hit the monolith skeleton or the boundaries of the image. The distance
spanned by a vector pair at 180º was designated as a chord length. Any chord touching the image
boundary at either end was censored, since its actual length would be longer than the measured
value. The total number of chords drawn were 5 x 55 x 100 (27,500 chords) for each data set.
The number of points selected and the number of chords drawn were determined such that a
stable representation of the statistical distribution was obtained (i.e., small standard error). The
mean of these measured chord lengths was used to represent the average pore size (µ), while the
distribution range represented the bed heterogeneity (described as the non-parametric
homogeneity factor, κ ) along the column radius. The non-parametric estimates of the mean and
homogeneity factor were determined for the combined censored and un-censored data. Also, the
column porosity was calculated for each image as the ratio of number of white pixels to total
number of pixels [36], and the average of 100 images was used to represent the porosity of the
entire column. The standard deviation of the porosities was calculated by first fitting an
autoregressive moving average model to determine the existence of any correlation between
successive image slices [37]. Resulting estimates were compared with estimates of the standard
deviation made assuming no correlation.
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3.2.6 Tortuosity determination
Both experimental and computational modeling methods were used to determine the
tortuosities of monolithic columns [38,39]. A current-controlled AC impedance experiment was
performed by applying an alternating current axially across the monolithic column filled with
electrolyte solution (20 % w/w NaCl) and measuring the electrical impedance (i.e., resistance
and capacitance) of the column. The frequency of the AC signal was varied from 100 Hz to 10
MHz using a precision impedance analyzer (4294A) from Agilent Technologies. From this
measured impedance, the column resistance was calculated based on a parasitic capacitance
model in an intermediate frequency range (i.e., 0.1 to 10 kHz) using an in-house written
MATLAB program. The resistance values were measured for three different capillary lengths (3,
5 and 7 cm) to ensure that the measured value was not a function of capillary length. Since the
concentration in an AC impedance measurement is effectively constant at intermediate
frequencies in the kHz range, the effective conductivity of the electrolyte can be directly related
to the measured resistance per unit length (ΔR/ΔL) by

 ΔL  1 
k eff = 
 
 ΔR  A 

(3.1)

where keff is the effective conductivity of the electrolyte-filled monolithic column and A is the
column cross-section. Subsequently, the tortuosity of the monolithic column was calculated
using the measured keff value [40]

ε
 kelectrolyte 
τ=
ε =
K
 keff 

(3.2)

where K is the relative conductivity, τ is the tortuosity, ε is the porosity of the monolith, and
kelectrolyte is the conductivity of the NaCl solution, which was measured by repeating the above
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experiment with a monolith-free capillary filled with NaCl solution. The kelectrolyte was found to
be 187.2 mS/cm, which was within 1.5 % of the bulk conductivity measurement.
The experimental measurements were verified using computational predictions of
tortuosity conducted on the binary images computed for both monolithic columns. An in-house
written Fortran code was used to compute K in each direction for the collected 3D structures.
These in turn were used to derive the tortuosity values for the pore space in three different axial
directions [41]. The K value of an ion through the monolith (in three axial directions) at the
applied potential (Φ) was computed based on the differential version of Ohm’s law and the
principle of conservation of current using

0 = ∇ ⋅ (K ∇φ )

(3.3)

The computed relative conductivity was used to determine τi (i.e., the tortuosity in three
axial directions) using equation 3.2. The data sets were coarse-grained (with a final voxel size of
141.2 x 179.2 x 100 nm3) so as to give a balance between the computational cost of analysis and
the accuracy of the results. Coarse-graining was done with a resampling factor of 0.25, keeping
in mind the effect of coarse-graining on measured structural parameters. The same code was also
used to compute the porosity values for the monolith, so as to check the effect of coarse-graining
on computed parameters.
Some additional computational modeling was conducted to verify whether or not the
sample size collected was representative of the entire column. The relative conductivities (Kx,
Ky, and Kz) of samples were collected from two different spatial locations in the same column,
i.e., edge and center) in order to determine means and standard deviations of Kx, Ky, and Kz. A
large virtual column (150 µm diameter, 200 µm length) was constructed with voxels having the
same volume as the two experimental samples. Each voxel was given a random conductivity in
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each direction from a Gaussian distribution having the same mean and standard deviation as the
two experimental samples. An effective column axial conductivity was then calculated using the
finite element program COMSOL Multiphysics 3.0. In this way, I extrapolated from the two
samples a finite size column to determine the effect of spatial variability on overall conductivity.
3.3 Results and discussion
3.3.1 Column selection
The two PEGDA columns in this study were chosen from a larger group of columns that
had been fabricated earlier. Initially, 64 different columns were fabricated. These columns were
created with various compositions of one monomer and three porogens. The monomer for each
column was selected from a list of four potential monomers, and the porogens for each column
were selected from a list of twelve potential porogens. The 64 different compositions were
chosen as a D-optimal subset of an extreme-vertices mixture design [42], where lower and upper
constraints were placed on the amount of each potential monomer and porogen in the mixture.
Homogenous monoliths resulted from 44 of the 64 compositions. Logistic regression was used to
relate the physico-chemical properties of each composition to the probability of achieving a
homogeneous monolith, and a region was identified in the physico-chemical property space that
had a high probability of resulting in a homogeneous monolith. Next, chromatographic
performances were measured for a subset of the columns that resulted in homogeneous
monoliths, plus a few other columns fabricated based on predictions of the Logistic regression
model.
Regression analysis was used to model the column performance as a function of the
physico-chemical properties of the columns. Monomer viscosity was found to be the most
important factor governing column performance. I believe that monomer viscosity governs the
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reaction kinetics by affecting the diffusion rate of the propagating radicals in the solution and the
time of phase separation. The viscosity of the polymerizing solution has previously been shown
to affect the monolith morphology [43]. Moreover, different monomers with different chain
lengths further alter the reaction kinetics of polymerization. Although no other physical/chemical
properties were found to have as strong a correlation with column performance, there was still
considerable variability in column performance among columns prepared from the same
monomer. The reason for this variability has yet to be explained. In this study, I investigated two
columns prepared from the same monomer and viscosity but different proportions of the
monomer and three porogens (2-propanol, hexane and tergitol 15-S-20). This was done to
investigate their morphological differences and, hopefully, obtain some insight to help improve
the prediction of column performance as a function of physical/chemical properties.
3.3.2. Column preparation
Monolithic samples were filled with low viscosity resin (LR white), which was cured
before taking SEM images to stabilize the structure and provide depth discrimination during the
imaging process. The low viscosity of the resin was an advantage during filling of the monolithic
columns using a simple syringe pump; other high viscosity resins, such as Spurrs, were difficult
to push inside the column, even with high pressure. The step-wise infiltration of the column
(explained in Section 3.2.3) at low flow rate followed by polymerization at low temperature
aided in overcoming the cure shrinkage associated with LR white polymerization. This was
evident from the SEM micrographs of an empty capillary filled with polymerized LR white resin
and a monolithic column embedded with LR white (Figures 3.2C and 3.2D). Slow gradient
infiltration of LR white provided effective and continuous filling of pores with low stress on the
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monolith structure. Subsequent slow polymerization of the resin because of low polymerization
temperature was observed to relieve the effect of LR white shrinkage on the polymeric structure.
In addition to filling the pores, either the monoliths or the pores must be stained to
provide contrast between the pores and the monolithic skeleton. Staining using electron-dense
agents such as lead, tungsten, osmium or uranium has been reported for this purpose [19,44,45].
Staining has a limitation in that the staining agent must react with the surface of the material in a
specific way [19,45], which may influence the morphology of the stained material. Furthermore,
since my samples did not contain any ionic groups, I added staining agent to the filling resin
(negative staining), giving micrographs with bright pores and dark skeletal structures.
experimented with different staining agents, such as tetraphenyl lead and lead methacrylate, as
well as several different concentrations of these staining agents, to determine an optimum
staining reagent. A 4 % (w/w) solution of lead methacrylate in LR white resin provided a
contrast sufficient for assessment of the macropore morphology.
Some sections in the binary images of these samples show the pore space to have a
convex structure, contrary to the concave morphology expected for globular monolith
morphology. However, SEM micrographs of non-embedded monolithic columns showed a fused
morphology in contrast to conventional globular morphology (Figures 3.2A and 3.2B). Such
fused morphology has been observed and reported for several diacrylate organic monolithic
columns [46,47] in which microglobular structural features have become less distinct or totally
eliminated. Therefore, the pore space in a binary image could have either convex or concave
features.
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3.3.3. Column porosity
Monolith porosity was computed for each image slice and plotted as a function of the
slice number (representing the distance along the column radius) as shown in Figure 3.4. These
individual porosity values were used to calculate the overall porosity of the monolith. The
porosity of column 1 was computed to be 0.59 (mean porosity of C1C and C1E) with a standard
deviation of 0.005 in comparison to 0.49 for column 2 (mean porosity of C2C and C2E) with a
standard deviation of 0.01 (Table 3.2). The higher porosity of column 1 correlates with its lower
back pressure of 2.41 MPa in comparison to 9.99 MPa for column 2. Moreover, the measured
chromatographic porosity values of 0.65 and 0.49 for column 1 (sample C1C and C1E) and
column 2 (sample C2C and C2E), respectively, were found to be in reasonable agreement with
the computed values (Table 3.2). The ratios of the measured back pressures for the columns were
compared with the pressure drop ratios calculated using the Kozeny-Carman equation
ΔP =

ηLu f
l2

( 1− ε e )2

(3.4)

ε 3e

where l is a scale parameter related to the average size of the through-pores, their distribution
and tortuosity [1] as represented by the mean chord length in this work. The external porosity
( ε e ) used for calculating the pressure drop was computed from SEM images. The ratio of the
measured back pressure was found to be in close agreement (differing by a factor of 1.23) with
the ratio of the pressure drops calculated from porosities determined from microscopy images.
These results further validate the procedure of image binarization and the fact that the white
areas in the images correctly represent the through-pores in the monolithic structure.
I also compared porosities from data sets collected from different spatial locations in the
same column. The center sections of both columns (i.e., samples C1C and C2C) were found
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Figure 3.4. Macroporosity profiles of reconstructed sample volumes from (A) the centers of two
columns, i.e., samples C1C and C2C, and (B) the edges of two columns, i.e., samples C1E and
C2E.
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Table 3.2. Porosities, mean chord lengths and homogeneity factors from 3D SEM analyses of
two chromatographic columns.
Samplea Plate height
Computed
µ (µm)c
σd
Homogeneity
(µm)
porosityb
factor ( κ )
C1C
19.5
0.59 (0.001)
5.90 (0.08)
2.54
5.39
C1E
19.5
0.58 (0.008)
5.46 (0.02)
2.48
4.89
C2C
15.3
0.50 (0.008)
5.23 (0.02)
2.46
4.53
C2E
15.3
0.47(0.01)
5.16 (0.02)
2.48
4.33
a
Samples C1C and C1E represent the center and edge cross-sections of column 1, respectively,
while sample C2C and C2E represent the center and edge cross-sections of column 2.
b
standard deviations in parenthesis.
c
µ represents the mean chord length with standard deviation for three repetitive measurement in
parenthesis.
d
standard deviation in mean chord lengths for each repetation.
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to have slightly higher porosities in comparison to the edge sections of the columns (Figure 3.4).
The standard deviations were higher for the data sets along the capillary wall (i.e., samples C1E
and C2E) in comparison to those for data sets from the center (i.e., samples C1C and C2C) of the
monoliths (Table 3.2). The slight increase in porosity in moving away from the column wall can
be ascribed to faster polymerization at the wall because of higher UV light intensity than at the
center. Apart from these different reaction kinetics, pre-functionalization of the inner surface has
been reported to produce a dense polymer layer along the capillary wall [48]. Similar trends in
macroporosity variation were reported by Tallerek et al. [33] for PS-DVB monoliths.
3.3.4. Overall through-pore size and bed heterogeneity
The pore space and degree of heterogeneity of a monolith were characterized in terms of
chord length measurements and their distribution, respectively. The mean chord length was
based on a significant number of randomly generated linear paths between the pore walls with no
assumptions about the pore geometry, and was used to represent the mean through-pore size. I
used the non-parametric mean (µ) and standard deviation (σ) to compute the non-parametric
homogeneity factor, kappa ( κ ), defined as

μ2  1 
κ= 2 =

σ
 CV 

2

(3.5)

which is the square of the reciprocal of the coefficient of variation (CV). This formulation of a
homogeneity factor is comprable with the k-factor when the chord length distribution follows a
gamma distribution. The non-parametric estimates of µ and σ 2 were calculated using statistical
methods for censored data [49]. Also, Efron’s correction was employed when the largest
observed chord length was a censored one [50].
I used these non-parametric estimates because the computed chord length distribution
(Figure 3.5A) did not follow a gamma distribution. Figure 3.5B gives a Q-Q plot of the data
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Figure 3.5. Plots showing (A) chord length distribution of column C2C, and (B) Q-Q graph of
CLD data relative to the quantiles of a gamma distribution.
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relative to the quantiles of a gamma distribution. If the data were distributed as a gamma
distribution, the plot should have been a straight line. The observed deviation from a straight line
is an indication that the data are not distributed as a gamma distribution, but have short tails with
too much of the distribution in the “middle.” This non-gamma chord distribution may be
attributed to the non-conventional fused morphology of these organic monoliths. The sample
volume was not found to be a factor responsible for truncating the long chords (making it a nongamma distribution), since the CLD distribution was found to be similar for two different sample
volumes differing by a factor of 7. The sample volume could have been a problem if the
censoring would have occurred selectively for the longer chord lengths. However, I observed
that the censoring took place randomly for all of the measured lengths and did not selectively
truncate the longer chords. Auto-correlation between the measured parameters for different slices
could have been another reason for making these distributions appear more homogenous than
expected. Therefore, I calculated the correlated standard deviation in porosity for different data
sets and compared it with the standard deviation under the assumption of independence. Less
than 6 % of the variation in the data can be attributed to correlations in chord length from image
to image, thereby making auto-correlation an insignificant contributor towards higher
homogeneity factor values.
Column 2 (sample C2C and C2E), which showed better chromatographic performance
and higher backpressure, was found to have lower porosity and smaller average pore diameter
(mean chord length) in comparison to column 1, represented by sample C1C and C1E (Table
3.2). The SEM results correlate well with the chromatographic performances of the columns and
agree well with reports in the literature [51,52]. However, the heterogeneity was found to
increase (as the non-parametric homogeneity factor decreased from 5.39 to 4.53) with a decrease
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in pore dimensions for both samples of column 2 (i.e., C2C and C2E). Increased heterogeneity of
the column associated with a reduction in pore size may hinder further improvements in column
performance as explained later in this manuscript [52,53]. Therefore, reducing the dimensions of
the monolithic structures should be done while preserving the same structural homogeneity.
There have been some reports of fabricating submicron silica monoliths with conserved
macropore space homogeneity [54], and the same needs to be done for organic polymer
monoliths. The measured mean chord length values for all four samples were found to be
accurate with a maximum deviation of only 0.08 µm for three repetitive measurements. The ttest value for samples collected from the same spatial location in the different columns, i.e,
center and edge, were found to be 23.59 and 10.47, respectively. These much greater t-test values
(>1.96, reference value) indicate that the difference between the calculated mean chord length
values and the homogeneity factors for the two columns was statistically significant.
3.3.5. Radial heterogeneity
The two columns were also evaluated quantitatively for radial heterogeneity by
reconstructing their 3D structures from different spatial locations (i.e., edge and center) of the
same column. In both columns, the edge portions (samples C1E and C2E) had smaller pore size
and were less homogenous than the center portions of the respective columns (Table 3.2). The
difference in homogeneity factor and mean chord length value was again found to be statistically
significant with calculated t-test values of 16.03 and 2.72 (in comparison to a reference t value of
1.96) for columns 1 and 2, respectively. High UV light intensity and the presence of a
methacrylate layer (due to capillary pretreatment) along the capillary wall caused more rapid
polymerization near the wall than at the center of the column, leading to smaller pore size [48].
Moreover, the presence of two types of vinyl bonds, methacrylate bonded to the wall and
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monomers bonded to each other in the bulk, led to increased short-range heterogeneity in the
monolithic structure near the column wall.
The difference in homogeneity factors for the center and edge portions of column 1 was
found to be 0.5 in comparison to 0.2 for column 2. This indicates that column 1 is radially more
heterogenous in comparison to column 2. This higher radial heterogeneity can be a significant
contributor to the lower chromatographic performance of column 1, and can be correlated with
the trans-column velocity bias present along the column radius because of variation in pore size
and porosity. This trans-column velocity bias has long been considered to be a contributor to
eddy dispersion in the van Deemter equation [55], which was recently reported to behave as a
pseudo-C term for capillary columns with low aspect ratio [56].
3.3.6. Column tortuosity
The tortuosities for columns 1 and 2 were measured to be 2.34 and 1.50, respectively,
using AC impedance experiments (Table 3.3). The tortuosity values were found to be
independent of column length since the resistances measured for different column lengths gave a
linear relationship (Figure 3.6). This shows that, for these columns, the tortuosity measured in
one section of the column is a good representation of the entire column.
The tortuosity values for both columns were also predicted from relative conductivity
values computed using computational modeling, along three different axial directions in the
SEM images. The samples were coarse-grained to reduce computational cost, while maintaining
relevant structural features. The effect of coarse-graining becomes significant if the resampled
voxel size exceeds the relevant length scale of the microstructure, which in this case is pore
diameter. Since the resampled voxel size was around 100 times smaller than the computed mean
pore diameter in my samples, the effect of coarse-graining can be considered insignificant. This
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Table 3.3. Monolith tortuosity values from experimental measurements.
Column number
ΔR/ΔL
keff
Relative
conductivity (K)
1
118.9
47.62
0.254
2
89.52
63.25
0.337
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Figure 3.6. Plots showing linear relationships between measured resistances and column lengths
for two monolithic columns and a monolith-free capillary.
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was confirmed when the value of porosity was found to be unaffected by different levels of
coarse-graining, similar to reports in the literature [57].
Since, the experimentally determined tortuosity values mainly represent the axial
tortuosity (τy) of the pore network with minor contributions from the tortuosities along the radial
(τz) and azimuthal (τx) directions; therefore, the experimentally measured values were compared
with the computed tortuosity in the axial direction (Table 3.4). The computed axial tortuosity (τy)
value of 2.32 for column 1 (arithmetic mean tortuosity for samples C1C and C1E) was in
excellent agreement with the experimental value of 2.34; however, the computed axial tortuosity
value for column 2 was found to be higher than the experimental value (2.13 vs 1.50) by a factor
of 1.4. However, the computed values correctly represent the correct trend of lower column
tortuosity for column 2 compared to column 1.
As mentioned in Section 3.2.6, additional computation was conducted to determine if the
sample size was the limiting factor that caused the mismatch between the measured and
computed tortuosity values. The effective axial tortuosity values (i.e., τ y) computed for
reconstructed columns 1 and 2 were found to be 2.27 and 2.09, respectively. These differ from
the simple arithmatic mean tortuosity values (τ y) of 2.34 and 2.13 for the original sample (35.3 x
44.8 x 10 µm3) by only 2.1 and 1.8 %, respectively. This verifies that the sample size collected
was an adequate 3D representation of the column. The observed difference in the computed and
measured tortuosity values for column 2 might alternatively be attributed to issues in the
binarization process. I tried to alter the binarization process by modifying the size of noise filters
and image thresholding index. The lowest column tortuosity value for column 1 was computed to
be 2.01, which is still higher than the measured value. I believe that further investigation is
needed to determine the reason for this discrepancy.
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Table 3.4. Monolith tortuosity values from computational predictions.
Column
Sample
Relative conductivitya
Axial
Axial
number
tortuosity (τy) tortuosity (τy)b
Kx
Ky
Kz
C1C
0.274
0.248
0.279
2.37
2.32
1
C1E
0.247
0.27
0.213
2.27
C2C
0.221
0.217
0.177
2.22
2.13
2
C2E
0.223
0.231
0.161
2.03
a
Kx, Ky, and Kz are relative conductivities along azimuthal, axial and radial directions.
b
arithmetic mean of axial tortuosity of different samples from the same column
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3.3.7. Correlation of monolith structure with performance
The structural parameters of chord length, homogeneity factor and column tortuosity can
be used to diagnose the chromatographic performance of columns in terms of van Deemter
coefficients (Table 3.1). A lower monolith porosity and smaller mean chord length indicate the
presence of smaller pores in column 2 (samples C2C and C2E), corresponding to lower
resistance to mass transfer in the mobile phase. This was verified by a lower C coefficient value
of 2.21 x 10-2 for column 2 in comparison to 2.79 x 10-2 for column 1. Another reason for lower
performance of column 1 can be high column tortuosity, which correlates to a higher B-term
(1.43 x 103 in comparison to 0.96 x 103 µm2/s) observed for column 1.
Columns with good homogeneity throughout show a squared dependence of efficiency on
through-pore size; however, in this particular study, the improvement in performance was not
significant. This can be attributed to the short-range heterogeneity or radial heterogeneity in the
monolithic structures as observed from the 3D characterization and estimation of non-parametric
homogeneity factors. Similar structural heterogeneities have also been reported in silica [58-60]
and hybrid monoliths [61], and have been correlated with inter-channel and trans-column eddy
dispersions. The relationship of short-range heterogeneity to inter-channel eddy dispersion was
determined by calculating the non-parametric homogeneity factors for the two columns. The
difference in the non-parametric homogeneity factors of edge and center portions of the same
monolithic columns was used to determine the radial heterogeneity of the columns.
Column 2 was expected to have a much higher value for the A coefficient in the van
Deemter equation because of the much lower value of non-parametric homogeneity factor.
However, the A-term was found to have a value of 6.12 µm for column 2 in comparison to 6.95
µm for column 1. A closer inspection of various factors contributing to the A coefficient, i.e.,
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trans-channel, short-range interchannel and transcolumn dispersion, provides an explanation for
this. Column 2 should have a much larger short-range interchannel eddy dispersion because of
higher short-range heterogeneity. However, the lower trans-channel and trans-column eddy
dispersion negates the effect of the former on the overall value of A. This can be a consequence
of the fact that smaller pore size corresponds to smaller contribution to eddy dispersion arising
from the lateral distribution of velocities within each through-pore (i.e., trans-channel eddy
dispersion) and smaller radial heterogeneity.
The combined effects of reduced pore size (i.e., reduced resistance to mass transfer and
trans-channel eddy dispersion) and better column tortuosity explain the improved column
performance of column 2. However, the increased short-range heterogeneity accompanying a
reduction in skeletal dimensions may lead to less improvement in column performance than
expected with reduction in skeletal dimensions. The performance of monoliths fabricated from
the same pre-polymer constituents and under similar experimental conditions is inherently
limited by the nature of the fabrication process or the initiation method. There have been reports
of different initiation methods, such as living radical polymerization, that yield more
homogenous polymer networks. Living polymerization provides fine control of polymerization
dynamics and mechanism which can be used for producing well-defined bicontinuous structures
[62,63].
3.4 Conclusions
Sample volumes of PEGDA monoliths were characterized quantitatively using dual beam
3D SEM. Morphological parameters, including chord length, homogeneity factor and tortuosity,
were correlated to monolith chromatographic performance using quantitative descriptors and van
Deemter coefficients. The average through-pore size of column 2, which demonstrated higher
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efficiency, was found to be 5.23 µm with a homogeneity factor of 4.53. Chromatographic
performance improved with a reduction in through-pore size, column tortuosity and bed porosity.
However, reductions in structural dimensions were found to be associated with increased bed
heterogeneity, compromising the positive effects of reduced structural dimensions on column
performance. The 3D SEM technique described in this chapter aided in identifying and
quantifying the existing radial heterogeneity in the monolithic columns.
These results provide useful insights into the process of monolith fabrication, and
indicate the importance of reducing the through-pore dimensions with simultaneous
improvement in bed homogeneity if improved chromatographic performance is to be achieved.
The initiation method was identified as the major source of heterogeneity, since both columns
were fabricated using the same pre-polymer constituents. Columns synthesized using different
polymerization methods may be able to provide better control over homogeneity of the
macropore space [62,63]. This work clearly indicates a need for different, improved methods for
polymer synthesis; living polymerization may be a good candidate.
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CHAPTER 4 FLOW RATE DEPENDENT EXTRA-COLUMN VARIANCE FROM
INJECTION IN CAPILLARY LIQUID CHROMATOGRAPHY ∗
4.1 Introduction
Over the last 40 years, LC performance has improved significantly by optimizing both
column selectivity and efficiency [1-3]. As stated in previous chapters, improvements have been
associated with evolution of stationary phase packing materials in areas such as particle synthesis
and characterization [4-6], different bonding chemistries [7] and reduction in particle size [8-11].
Reduction in particle size has been accompanied by concomitant decrease in column diameter to
alleviate consequences of heat generated in these columns by percolation of mobile phase at high
flow rates [12-14]. Reductions in column and particle dimensions result in greatly reduced
column volumes and low column permeability. Reduced column volume causes extra-column
volumes associated with LC instrumentation to become significant contributors to analyte band
dispersion [3,14]. Inherent extra-column band broadening of chromatographic peaks severely
limits the separation potential of improved column packing materials.
This issue of extra-column band broadening is well known, and considerable attention
has been paid to reduce contributions arising from valves, connecting tubes, sampling devices
(injectors), and detector cells [15-18]. The first notable study of extra-column volumes was
conducted by Sternberg over 40 years ago, related to gas chromatography [19]. This study
provided simple methods for calculating specifications that an instrument should meet,
applicable to both GC and LC. Extra-column contributions were grouped into three different
categories: (1) axial dispersion of the injection plug in the injection device [20], (2) axial
dispersion of the injected band of analyte in any connecting tubing and detector cell [21], and (3)
difference between the actual injection profile and the signal provided by the detector.
This chapter was largely reproduced from: Aggarwal, P.; Liu; K.; Sharma, S.; Lawson, J. S.; Tolley, H. D.; Lee,
M.L., submitted.

∗
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Guiochon et al. [22-24] carried out numerous studies to theoretically and experimentally
characterize extra-column variances arising from different components of an instrument, and
compared these contributions for two different commercially available systems. These studies
included investigations of injection volume, injection time, sampling technique, diameter of
connecting tubes, detector flow cell volume and detector response time. They provided a
thorough investigation of all components with mathematical explanations for the observed
phenomena. Most studies were conducted using 4.6 to 2.1 mm columns. Suggested methods to
reduce this extra-column variance included reducing the sample volume, reducing the internal
diameters of the sample loop and connecting capillary tubes, reducing the detector flow cell
volume and optimizing the detector response rate [20]. These methods have proven to be useful
in reducing extra-column variance; however, with the use of capillary LC columns, these
contributions still prove to be significant.
In an effort to minimize extra-column variance, on-column detection with no connecting
tubing was used for all experiments, thereby eliminating any extra-column variance associated
with factors 2 and 3 stated above. Extra-column variance due to the injection valve was
minimized somewhat by optimizing a variety of factors as described in the literature; however, it
could not be eliminated [18,25,26]. In the past, extra-column variance due to the injector was
described as a constant function of injection volume, with some contributions from valve
geometry and mixing inside the valve [22]. However, this has never been fully characterized.
Therefore, in this chapter, the injection valve contribution to band-broadening for a
commercially available capillary LC system (used in my work) was characterized
experimentally, and a new mathematical model was constructed to explain the observed
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behavior. The effects of differences in extra-column variance on chromatographic performance
for both retained and non-retained compounds were considered.
4.2 Experimental
4.2.1 Chemicals and reagents
Poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate (PEGDA, Mn ~ 700) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich
(St. Louis, MO, USA). Analytical reagent grade n-dodecanol (Acros Organics, NJ, USA), ndecanol (Acros) and n-decane (Spectrum Chemical, New Burnswick, NJ, USA) were used as
porogens. Tergitol 15-S-20, also used as a porogen, was obtained from Dow Chemical, Midland,
MI, USA. UV transparent fused-silica capillary tubing was purchased from Polymicro
Technologies (Phoenix, AZ, USA). All aqueous solutions and mixed mobile phases were
prepared with HPLC-grade water and acetonitrile received from Fischer Scientific (Fair Lawn,
NJ, USA). Test analytes included uracil, phenol, resorcinol, catechol and pyrogallol (SigmaAldrich). All samples were prepared in appropriate volumes of mobile phase to prevent the
appearance of minor peak disturbances.
4.2.2 Instrumentation
The LC experiments were performed using an Ultimate 3000 high-pressure gradient LC
system [Dionex (now Thermo Scientific), Sunnyville, CA] equipped with an FLM-3300
nanoflow manager (1:1000 split ratio). The injection system was a ten-port injection valve fitted
with a zero dead-volume nanoViper (Thermo) sample loop having a volume of 1 µL. The
injection valve had a 104 nL groove in the rotor and two connecting bore holes of 116 nL each,
making a total swept volume of 336 nL. The swept volume is defined as the total volume in the
injector, including the sample loop/groove and connecting bore holes, and is different from the
actual volume selected by the sampling valve for introduction into the column. The sample
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volume injected in all experiments was 30 nL unless stated otherwise. Time-gated injections
were carried out in all experiments with the injection valve being switched at different time
intervals as a function of flow rate. On-column detection was accomplished immediately after
the monolithic stationary phase at a detection wavelength of 214 nm using a Crystal 100 variable
wavelength UV-Vis absorbance detector (Thermo). The detector rise time was set at 1 s
(corresponding to a sampling rate of 10 Hz), with a detector sensitivity set at 0.0005 AUFS. Data
acquisition was performed with Chrom Perfect software (Mountain View, CA, USA), and all
peak analysis was done using Microsoft Excel. Every reported value represents the average of
three repetitive measurements under the same conditions. All of the experiments were conducted
at room temperature.
A second LC system was used to compare the differences in extra-column variance. This
recently reported system consisted of a nano-flow pumping system with integrated injection
valve [27]. The integrated 8-port injection valve had an internal 130-nL V-shaped sample loop.
Detection was carried using the same Crystal 100 variable wavelength UV detector in the
previous paragraph (Figure 4.1).
4.2.3 Chromatographic column and conditions
The column used was a PEGDA monolithic capillary column fabricated using UV
polymerization as stated in Section 2.2.2. Table 4.1 lists the column dimensions and reagent
composition (i.e., amount of monomer, ratio of porogens, etc.) for the monolith. The mobile
phase composition used was 98% water in acetonitrile (w/w) for determining the extra-column
variance of the injection valve using a non-retained analyte (uracil, 0.2 mg/mL). The mobile
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Figure 4.1. Schematics of the LC systems used. (A) Commercial capillary LC system with
injector valve having 336 nL swept volume, (B) nano-flow LC system with injector valve having
130 nL swept volume. The actual sample injection volumes for all measurements were 30 or 60
nL.
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Table 4.1. Specifications and reagent compositions for the PEGDA monolithic column.
Specification
Value
Back pressurea (MPa)/(psi)
Column length (cm)
Column diameter (µm)
Percentage of monomer (% w/w)
Amount of tergitol 15-S-20 (g)
Porogen ratiob
Column porosity, εt
a
Measured at 0.4 µL/min
b
Porogen ratio = w/w/w ratio of dodecanol/decanol/decane
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17.9/2600
15.1
150
20
0.30
1.03/1.35/1
0.42

phase flow rates used in this study covered the range of 0.05-0.4 µL/min, corresponding to a
linear velocity range of 0.28-2.26 cm/min.
4.2.4 Extra-column variance
In capillary LC, the effect of extra-column variance on separation efficiency has been
well documented and proven to be significant. Assuming that all contributions to peak variance
are independent, the total variance of a peak is the sum of these contributions:
σ2tot = σ2col + σ2inj + σ2cap + σ2det

(4.1)

Since, in this study we used on-column detection with no connecting tubing, the peak

2
2
variance due to the detection cell (𝜎𝜎𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
) and connecting tubes (𝜎𝜎𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
) were negligible. Moreover,

the sampling rate at the detector was 10 Hz, providing 460 points in the narrowest peak

measured at 0.4 µL/min. The high sampling rate and low detection time constant (corresponding
to 0.0005 AUFS) minimized any residual contribution of detection cell to extra-column variance.
Therefore, the total variance was essentially restricted due to the column (σ2col ) and injection

valve (σ2inj ). All peak variances measured in this study have been expressed in time units, i.e.,
min2.

Several methods have been used in the past to calculate extra-column band broadening,
including a linear extrapolation method (LEM) using a homologous series of compounds, LEM
using empty column lengths [28], and whole column detection [29-31]. The method employed in
this study to measure the extra-column variance was LEM using a monolith-free capillary (same
internal diameter as the monolithic column) and measuring the peak variance as a function of
capillary length. By plotting the total variance versus the length of capillary tube and
extrapolating this line to zero length, the extra-column variance due to the injector was obtained.
Variances were measured for four different capillary lengths (15 cm to 30 cm) and eight different
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flow rates. The smallest capillary length used was 15 cm, as it was the minimum length required
between the injector and the detector. Also, to ensure the delivery of accurate flow rates from the
LC pump, a monolithic column was attached to the empty capillary after the detection point.
This provided a back pressure for the LC system.
4.2.5 Chromatographic analysis
Peak broadening is normally expressed in terms of number of theoretical plates (N). In
calculating N, the peaks were assumed to have Gaussian shapes, which are rarely observed in
LC. As a result, large errors can be introduced in the computed efficiency values [32,33].
Therefore, to minimize this error, the exponentially modified Gaussian function-based FoleyDorsey equations were used for calculating variance (σ2 ) and plate count (N) [34,35]:
σ2tot

2
W0.1
=
1.764(B⁄A)2 − 11.15(B⁄A) + 28
2

41.7(t R ⁄W0.1 )
N=
1.25 + (B⁄A)

(4.2)
(4.3)

where t R is the retention time of the analyte, W0.1 is the width at 10% peak maximum, B is the

width from the center of the peak to the tail of the peak, and A is the width from the front of the
peak to the center of the peak, both at 10% peak height. Calculating peak width at 10% peak
height provides more accurate measurement of plate count than when using half peak width
[32,36].
4.3 Results and Discussion
With the advent of highly efficient capillary columns in LC, extra-column variance plays
a significant role in determining the performance of these columns. Extra-column contributions
due to the injector were examined extensively in this work, both experimentally and
theoretically. A new mathematical expression that describes this behavior was derived.
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4.3.1 Extra-column variance from the injector
The contribution of the sampling device (i.e., injection valve) to peak variance has been
shown to depend on the injection profile and size of the sample plug [15,37]. The volumetric
contribution has been described in the literature and is based on the assumption that the sample is
uniformly distributed throughout the injection volume:
σ2inj =

Vi2
12

(4.4)

where V𝑖𝑖 represents the injection volume and 12 is a constant from assuming that the sample plug
has a rectangular shape. V𝑖𝑖 was calculated in units of time based on the flow rate and the path
length of the sample plug. This mathematical expression represents the smallest possible

contribution from the injection process. There have been other reports of additional contributions
to band broadening from the injection valve due to dispersion inside the device [7,16,20,22];
however, these were not fully characterized either experimentally or theoretically. Therefore, we
used LEM to fully explore these phenomena.
Figure 4.2 shows the measurement of total variance as a function of column length,
where the intercept on the y axis corresponds to dispersion caused by the injection valve. The
intercept at each flow rate was found to be different, varying from 33.9 nL to 21.5 nL with
change in flow rate from 0.05 µL/min to 0.40 µL/min. This variation in extra-column volume
indicates the presence of an additional flow-related contribution of the injection valve to total
peak variance. This additional contribution to peak variance can be attributed to dispersion of the
analyte inside the bore holes connecting the sample loop, mixing of the analyte with the mobile
phase, and valve switching events [37].This flow rate dependent contribution was modeled to
establish a mathematical relationship between the flow rate and observed peak variance, and was
found to be an inverse square of the flow rate times an exponential function of the flow rate:
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Figure 4.2. Total variance versus column length for a non-retained analyte, uracil, at four
different flow rates (0.050 µL/min, 0.075 µL/min, 0.100 µL/min, and 0.150 µL/min); similar
plots were constructed for four additional flow rates from 0.200 to 0.400 µL/min at increments of
0.050 µL/min (not shown in this figure for clarity). Each data point represents an average value
of three replicate measurements. Conditions: 150 μm i.d. empty capillary column; 98:2 w/w
water/acetonitrile mobile phase; on-column UV detection at 214 nm; 30 nL injection volume.
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σ2inj =

1 (α+β)
e u
u2

where α and β are fixed coefficients having values of -7.38 and 0.03, respectively, for our

(4.5)

system. This equation predicts well the additional contribution to the extra-column variation due
to the injector (R2 = 0.999), Figure 3. The coefficients listed in equation 5 have constant
numerical values for a particular valve, analyte, and mobile phase system, which are due to the
geometrical parameters of the valve such as shape and diameter, and the physical/chemical
properties of the mobile phase and the analyte. The exponential tail is evident only at very low
flow rates; at high flow rates, the β/u term becomes insignificant, leading to a constant extra-

volume contribution of the injector. This is clearly evident in Figure 4.3 as the variance becomes
constant above a flow of 0.2 µL/min. The removal of the exponential term (or β = 0) from the

equation reduces the R2 value to 0.992, and examination of the residuals of the fit show a pattern
that indicates an incomplete model. Moreover, the p-value for the coefficient β was found to be
2.04 x 10-7, indicating the statistical significance of the coefficient. This observed exponential

dependence on flow rate can be explained on the basis of axial and radial diffusion of analyte,
which in turn governs solute dispersion and mixing [23]. The groove in the rotor and connecting
bore holes in the stator were considered as open capillaries with very short lengths. The analyte
band spreads largely longitudinally with small radial dispersion at very low flow rates because of
the inverse dependence of axial dispersion on flow rate and direct correlation between radial
dispersion and flow rate. This results in a long exponential tail in addition to the rectangular plug
shape at lower flow rates used in capillary LC.
An exponential extra-column variance due to the injection valve was suggested by
Fountain et al. [10] for an injection volume of 1 µL on a 2.1 mm column using an ultra-high
pressure LC. However, the exponential contribution to extra-column variance would become
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Figure 4.3. Extra-column variance due to the commercial capillary LC injector (swept volume of
336 nL) as a function of flow rate. Conditions are the same as in Figure 4.2.
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much more evident for lower injection volumes (i.e., 100 nL), which are commonly used in
capillary LC. When the sample plug is small, dispersion acting at the rear of the sample zone is
influenced by dispersion occurring at the front boundary, which is diluted by the mobile phase.
This prevents the sample plug from reaching a plateau or rectangular distribution as is normally
seen with large sample volumes. As explained in the previous paragraph, exponential tailing
becomes more evident at low flow rates, as it leads to more axial dispersion. Therefore, the
addition of higher dispersion due to low flow rates and small injection volumes explains the
existence of exponential tailing in extra-column band broadening due to injection profiles in
capillary LC. This effect of sample volume and dispersion was also observed by Prub et al. [20]
in their characterization of extra-column dispersion in capillary LC.
4.3.2 Effect of extra-column volume on plate height (H) for a non-retained compound
Using the previously described model, the extra-column dispersion caused by the injector
can be calculated and used to determine the actual chromatographic efficiency of the column.
For the commercial LC system used in this study, the extra-column variance was found to be at
least 60% of the total column variance at every measured flow rate for the non-retained analyte
uracil. This indicates an approximate 130% loss in column performance. Therefore, the
monolithic column analyzed in this study should give a maximum theoretical plate count of
186,000 plates/m as shown in Figure 4.4. The van Deemter plots shown in Figure 4.4 were
obtained after minimizing the contributions of extra-column variances from already known
factors. This included sample volume, diameter of external sample loop, data acquisition rate and
sampling method. The sample volume injected (30 nL) was optimized by striking a balance
between column volume to prevent sample overloading and detector sensitivity. The diameter of
the external sample loop was found to be inconsequential since time-gated injection [38,39] was
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Figure 4.4. Plate height versus flow rate of a non-retained analyte (uracil) with (o) and without
(Δ) dead-volume corrections at different flow rates. Conditions: 15 cm×150 μm i.d. PEGDA
monolithic column; 98:2% w/w water/acetonitrile mobile phase; on-column UV detection at 214
nm; 30 nL injection volume.
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used [25]. These observations were in agreement with previously reported observations in the
literature [20]. A data acquisition rate of 10 Hz was found to be sufficient for all flow rates tested
with a minimum peak width of 10.8 s at the highest flow rate.
To further verify our observations of the effects of extra-column variance on
chromatographic performance, a second injection system that was specially fabricated with the
sampling system integrated in a nano-flow pump to minimize extra-column variance was
evaluated using the same column and detection system as was used for the commercial
instrument. The chromatographic efficiency almost doubled with the more carefully designed
system and a 130 nL sample volume. Dispersion was reduced in the internal sample loop of the
injector because of the smaller diameter connecting bore holes and V-shape sample groove
geometry, which provided better mixing.
Less dispersion was clearly evident in the peak shapes for the non-retained analyte at a
flow rate of 0.42 µL/min as shown in Figure 4.5A, and from the van Deemter plots for the
different injectors in Figure 4.5B. The small difference in retention times (i.e., 0.17 s) of uracil at
0.42 µL/min can be attributed to the small change in column length (0.1 cm) due to connections
and injector configurations. In summary, the overall band dispersion of the non-retained analyte
depends mostly on axial dispersion and mixing dispersion that takes place inside the extracolumn variance, which was found to have an exponential dependence on the flow rate.
4.2.3 Effect of extra-column volume on plate height (H) for retained compounds
The same monolithic column was used for separating a mixture of phenols under
isocratic reversed-phase conditions (80:20 w/w water/acetonitrile) as shown in Figure 4.6. The
smallest uncorrected plate height was 10 µm for phenol, corresponding to a retention factor (k)
of 3.06, which is much lower than the uncorrected plate height of the non-retained uracil, i.e.,
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Figure 4.5. Comparison between dead volume contributions of a non-retained analyte (uracil)
for injectors having swept volumes of 336 nL and 130 nL, respectively. (A) peak profiles at 0.42
µL/min, (B) plate height versus flow rate. Conditions: 15 cm×150 μm i.d. PEGDA monolithic
column; 98:2 w/w water/acetonitrile mobile phase; on-column UV detection at 214 nm; 60 nL
injection volume.
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Figure 4.6. LC separation of phenols using a commercial capillary LC system. Conditions: 15
cm × 150 µm i.d. PEGDA monolithic column; 80:20 w/w water/acetonitrile; 400 nL/min ﬂow
rate; on-column UV detection at 214 nm. Peak identiﬁcations: uracil, pyrogallol, catechol,
phenol, and resorcinol in order of elution.
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18.2 µm. This is expected since the effect of extra-column variance decreases with increasing
peak width, i.e., increasing retention. Retention of an analyte on the chromatographic column
aids in reducing the effects of axial and mixing dispersion that occurs in the extra-column
volume. The effect of extra-column volume on peak variance for a retained compound can be
calculated using [7]:
σ2retained

σ2
= 2
ϵt (1 + k)2

(4.6)

where σ is the peak variance of a non-retained compound, ϵt is the total column porosity (0.42
for this particular column) and k is the retention factor.

Table 4.2 lists the corrected and measured efficiencies for both retained and non-retained
compounds. The measured plate count was found to increase with an increase in retention factor,
while the trend was opposite after correction for the extra-column variance. This is because
errors made in estimating the column efficiency decrease with increasing retention. For a
retained compound, the effect of extra column variance decreases with an increase in analyte
retention factor (Figure 4.7). The column efficiency is underestimated by 6% for a retention
factor of 2.5, which drops to 1.6 % when the retention factor exceeds 3.5. These conclusions are
for an extra-column volume that was minimized for a particular LC system with on-column
detection and no connecting tubes. One may expect a greater effect of extra-column volume on
retained compounds when using larger sample volumes and connecting tubes for off-column
detection.
4.4 Conclusions
Our results demonstrate two volume independent contributions to extra-column variance
due to the injection valve. One of these arises from axial and mixing dispersion that occurs inside
the injection valve groove, and is an exponential function of flow rate. We report for the first
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Table 4.2. Efficiencies of a PEGDA monolithic column for non-retained and retained
compounds with and without correction for extra-column variance.
Analyte
Retention time
Retention factor
Measured plate
Corrected plate
(min)a
(k)
number a
number
Uracil
7.11 (0.1)
8,300 (1.1)
15,800
Pyrogallol
24.6 (0.2)
2.46
14,600 (2.0)
15,500
Catechol
27.0 (0.1)
2.81
15,000 (1.2)
15,650
Phenol
28.9 (0.1)
3.06
15,200 (2.1)
15,700
Resorcinol
33.9 (0.1)
3.77
15,100 (1.0)
15,500
a
% RSD in parenthesis for three repetitive measurements
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7

% Error in plate count (N)

6
5
4
3
2
1
0

2.4 2.6 2.8 3.0 3.2 3.4 3.6 3.8
Retention factor (k)

Figure 4.7. Percent error of the estimated column efficiency of retained compounds (pyrogallol,
catechol, phenol and resorcinol) as a function of retention factor.
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time a mathematical model that describes this relationship. The overall extra-column volume was
calculated to be 35 nL after optimization of the instrument and reducing/eliminating all possible
sources of extra-column dispersion. The theoretical corrections for column performance were
verified using a new nano-flow pump with integrated injection system having a smaller sample
loop and different geometry. The chromatographic efficiency doubled with the use of the new
injection valve. The extra-column variance results in a measured efficiency that is approximately
half of the actual column efficiency for a non-retained analyte, 6% less for a compound with a
retention factor of approximately 2, and approximately 1% less for a compound with a retention
factor > 3.5. Therefore, the extra-column band broadening should be characterized in order to
determine the actual performance of capillary LC columns.
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CHAPTER 5 HIGH EFFICIENCY POLY(ETHYLENE GLYCOL) DIACRYLATE
MONOLITHS FOR REVERSED-PHASE CAPILLARY LIQUID CHROMATOGRAPHY OF
SMALL MOLECULES ∗
5.1 Introduction
Monolithic columns were introduced in the early 1990’s as a low pressure alternative to
particle packed columns [1,2]. An additional advantage of monolithic stationary phases
compared to particle packed columns is that through-pore size and skeletal dimensions
(analogous to particle diameter in packed columns) can be varied nonlinearly [3]. This offers the
potential to engineer monolithic stationary phases with high porosities and thin skeletal sizes to
reduce the resistance to mass transfer (i.e., improve chromatographic efficiency) without
decreasing column permeability. Other attractive advantages of monolithic columns, such as
easy preparation, wide selectivity, and applicability to most LC separation modes, have been
illustrated in a number of recent excellent review articles [3-9].
Organic polymer monoliths typically exhibit agglomerated, inter-adhered globular
morphologies intertwined with through-pores. Since they have relatively low surface areas and
can be synthesized from biocompatible monomers, they have proven advantageous for separation
of large bio-molecules such as proteins and peptides [10-13]. The research group I worked in at
Brigham young University previously showed that polyethylene glycol diacrylate (PEGDA)
monoliths are well-suited for separation of proteins and peptides under hydrophobic interaction
chromatography (HIC) conditions [12,14]. This is due in large part to the low total mesopore
volume in the polymer backbone, which severely limits diffusion of biomacromolecules into the
stagnant mobile phase in the swollen monolith gel structure [15,16]. The surface areas for
organic polymer monoliths generally range from single m2/g to tens of m2/g [17,18]. Therefore,
radial mass transfer for large molecules is dominated by mobile phase convection, with little
∗

This chapter was largely reproduced from: Aggarwal, P.; Lawson, J. S.; Tolley, H. D.; Lee, M.L., submitted.
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contribution from diffusion into and in the stationary phase [19]. On the other hand, organic
polymer monoliths have proven to be relatively ineffective for separation of small molecules
because of high gel porosity and low mesopore volume [20-22].
Several new approaches have been reported for fabricating organic monoliths with larger
surface areas to improve their separation performance for small molecules. These include
copolymerization of stearyl methacrylate with several dimethacrylate crosslinkers differing in
chain length and branching fragments [17], use of higher polymerization temperature [23], postpolymerization hyper-cross linking [18,24,25], early termination of the polymerization reaction
[26] and addition of nanostructures such as carbon nanotubes and fullerenes [27]. All of these
methods lead to higher crosslinking density (i.e., higher surface area), a major factor leading to
improved column performance. Another straightforward approach to obtain highly crosslinked
monolithic structures is to use a high concentration of crosslinking monomer in a multi-monomer
system or use a single monomer crosslinker [28,29]. Our previous work has demonstrated the
advantages associated with single monomer synthesis, including better mechanical stability,
improved reproducibility, simpler optimization of polymerization conditions and, particularly
important in this study, higher surface area [12,30-32]. Several moderately efficient RPLC
monolithic columns have been synthesized using single diacrylate or dimethacrylate crosslinkers
(e.g., pentaerythritol diacrylate monostearate [30] and neopentyl glycol dimethacrylate [32]), and
demonstrated for separation of small alkyl benzene and alkyl paraben molecules.
This chapter presents the fabrication and application of monoliths prepared from PEGDA
monomers for RPLC of small molecules. The PEGDA monoliths were demonstrated for
separation of phenols, hydroxy benzoic acids, alkyl parabens, pharmaceutical compounds (i.e.,
non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs) and acidic herbicides (i.e., phenylurea derivatives). The
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fabrication conditions were optimized using statistical principles with column efficiency as the
guiding parameter. To my knowledge, this is the first study that demonstrates a quantitative
correlation between physical/chemical properties of the pre-polymer constituents and column
efficiency, leading to the rational selection of porogens.
5.2 Experimental
5.2.1 Chemicals and reagents
The reagents, 2,2-dimethoxy-2-phenyl-acetophenone (DMPA, 99%), 3(trimethoxysilyl)propyl methacrylate (TPM, 98%) and poly(ethyleneglycol) diacrylate (PEGDA,
Mn 258, 302, 575, and 700), were purchased from Sigma–Aldrich (St Louis, MO, USA). All
porogenic solvents and chemicals were HPLC or analytical reagent grade, respectively, and were
used as received. Tergitol surfactant (T15-S-12, T15-S-15, T15-S-20), also used as a co-porogen,
was obtained from Dow Chemical, Midland, MI, USA. The standard compounds, phenol,
catechol, resorcinol, pyrogallol, benzoic acid, 2-hydroxy benzoic acid, 3-hydroxy benzoic acid,
3,4-dihydroxy benzoic acid, 2,4-dihydroxy benzoic acid and 3,4,5-trihydroxybenzoic acid were
obtained from Sigma-Aldrich. Methyl paraben, ethyl paraben, propyl paraben and butyl paraben
were purchased from Fluka (Buchs, Switzerland). Mixtures of phenylurea herbicides (i.e.,
isoproturon, monuron, monolinuron, diuron and linuron) and pharmaceutical compounds (i.e.,
paracetamol, ibuprofen, aspirin and indomethacin) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich.
5.2.2 Polymer monolith preparation
Monoliths were synthesized inside pre-treated UV transparent Teflon-coated capillaries
(150 µm i.d.) functionalized using the procedure listed in Section 2.2.2. Pre-polymer solutions
were prepared in 1-dram (4 mL) glass vials by admixing initiator, monomer, and porogen
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Table 5.1. Compositions of fabricated monolithic columns.
Column
Number

Monomer

T15S20

T15S12

T15S15

Compositiona (wt.%)b
Dodecanol Decanol Hexane Decane

C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9
C10
C11
C12
C13
C14
C15

0.35
0.20
0.35
0.20
0.35
0.35
0.35
0.20
0.35
0.20
0.35
0.35
0.35
0.35
0.35

0.30
0
0
0
0
0.15
0
0
0
0.30
0.15
0
0
0
0

0
0.30
0.15
0.30
0.15
0
0
0
0.15
0
0
0
0.30
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0.30
0.30
0
0
0
0.20
0
0.20
0.25

0
0
0
0
0
0.25
0
0.25
0
0.25
0
0.15
0
0.20
0

C16
C17
C18
C19
C20
C21
C22
C23
C24
C25

0.35
0.20
0.35
0.35
0.35
0.20
0.35
0.20
0.20
0.20

0
0
0.30
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.30

0.15
0
0
0
0.15
0.30
0
0
0
0

0
0.30
0
0.30
0
0
0.30
0.30
0.30
0

0
0
0
0
0.25
0
0
0
0
0

C26
C27
C28
C29
C30
C31

0.20
0.20
0.25
0.25
0.20
0.20

0.30
0.30
0
0
0.30
0

0
0
0
0.17
0
0

0
0
0.17
0
0
0.30

0
0
0
0
0
0.25

PEGDA-258
0
0
0
0
0.25
0
0.25
0.25
0
0.25
0
0
0.25
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.30
0
0
0
0
0.25
0
0.20
PEGDA-302
0
0
0.25
0
0
0
0.10
0
0
0
0
0
0.25
0.10
0.25
0
0.25
0
0.25
0
PEGDA-575
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Efficiency
(plates/m)

Iso
butanol

Iso
propanol

Ethylether

Methanol

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0.25
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.25
0
0
0
0
0
0.20

0
0
0.25
0
0
0
0.25
0.25
0
0
0
0
0.15
0
0

0
0.25
0
0
0.25
0.25
0
0
0.25
0
0.35
0
0.20
0
0

0.10
0.25
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.25
0.15
0
0
0
0

14,000
9,800
11,500
13,800
16,100
12,700
11,400
10,200
11,600
12,400
12,500
12,200
14,200
7,100
9,800

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0.25
0.25
0
0
0
0

0.25
0.25
0.10
0
0
0.25
0
0.25
0.25
0

0
0
0.25
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.25

0.25
0
0
0.25
0
0
0
0
0
0

15,500
13,800
18,400
13,700
13,200
12,700
12,800
11,900
11,900
13,300

0
0
0
0
0
0

0.25
0.25
0
0.29
0.25
0

0.24
0.25
0.29
0
0.25
0

0
0
0.29
0.29
0
0.25

0
0
0
0
0
0

38,600
76,400
45,700
30,700
48,400
33,000

C32
C33
C34
C35
C36
C37
C38
C39
C40
C41
C42
C43

0.20
0.20
0.35
0.20
0.20
0.35
0.35
0.35
0.20
0.35
0.35
0.35

0.30
0.30
0
0.30
0.30
0
0
0
0
0
0.30
0

0
0
0.15
0
0
0.15
0
0
0.30
0.15
0
0.15

0
0
0
0
0
0
0.05
0.15
0
0
0
0

0
0
0.25
0
0
0.25
0
0
0.25
0
0
0.25

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.25
0.10
0.25
0
0.25
0
0.25
0
0.10
0
0.25
0
PEGDA-700
0
0.12
0
0.23
0
0.30
0
0.25
0
0.22
0.15
0
0.13
0
0.29
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.10
0.25
0
0
0
0
0
0.125
0
0.25
0

C44
0.20
0.35
0
0
0
C45
0.30
0.24
0
0
0
C46
0.20
0.17
0
0
0
C47
0.25
0.17
0
0
0
C48
0.20
0.22
0
0
0
C49
0.20
0
0.30
0
0.15
C50
0.20
0
0.30
0
0.13
C51
0.25
0.17
0
0
0
C52
0.20
0.30
0
0
0
C53
0.20
0
0
0.30
0.25
C54
0.20
0.30
0
0
0
C55
0.35
0
0.15
0
0.25
C56
0.20
0.30
0
0
0
C57
0.20
0
0.30
0
0.25
C58
0.35
0
0.05
0
0.25
C59
0.20
0
0.30
0
0
C60
0.275
0
0.18
0
0.25
C61
0.35
0.15
0
0
0.25
C62
0.20
0
0.30
0
0.125
C63
0.35
0
0
0.15
0
a
All monoliths contained 1 wt% DMPA to monomer.
b
wt % related to total polymerization mixture.
c
Efficiencies were measured for a non-retained compound, uracil.
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0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0.25
0.25
0
0.25
0.25
0
0
0.25
0
0
0
0

0.25
0.25
0
0.25
0.25
0
0.25
0
0
0
0.25
0

0
0
0.25
0
0
0.25
0
0
0
0.25
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

33,200
27,300
41,800
46,800
41,600
43,000
41,300
33,800
40,100
28,000
29,800
31,300

0
0
0
0
0
0.20
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.25
0
0.25
0
0.25
0
0.25
0
0.125
0
0
0.25

0.34
0.22
0.33
0.33
0.33
0
0
0
0.25
0
0.25
0
0.25
0
0
0
0
0.25
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0.25
0.23
0
0.25
0
0.25
0
0.25
0
0.25
0.175
0
0.25
0.25

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

49,600
64,600
66,100
62,900
58,700
75,000
55,400
56,600
31,600
54,900
2,900
35,200
39,200
53,200
52,700
32,800
30,400
44,300
62,900
8,300

solvents (Table 5.1). The solution was vortexed and then degassed by sonicating for 2 min if
nonvolatile solvents were used as porogens. For volatile porogens, the solution was only
vortexed to prevent vaporization of the porogen. A section of the surface treated capillary was
cut and filled with pre-polymer solution using helium gas pressure. One end of the capillary was
left empty for on-column UV detection. After introducing the reagent solution, the capillary was
sealed with rubber septa at both ends and placed directly under a PRX 1000-20 Exposure Unit
UV lamp (390±15 nm, 1000 W, TAMARACK Scientific, Corona, CA). Columns were exposed
to a light intensity of 1 mW/cm2 for a time period of 5 min. The light intensity was measured
using an ACCU-CALtm-30 UV intensity meter (DYMAX, Torrington, CT, USA). Monoliths
obtained after exposing with UV light were flushed with methanol and then water until stable
pressure readings were obtained. An FEI Helios Nanolab 600 dual-beam scanning electron
microscope (SEM) (Hillsboro, OR) was used to provide visual images of the monolith surface
structures. SEM images were collected from 0.5 cm long monolithic columns coated with a
conducting gold layer to overcome charging of the samples.
5.2.3 Capillary liquid chromatography
The capillary liquid chromatography system was an Ultimate 3000 high-pressure gradient
LC system (Dionex, Sunnyvale, CA) equipped with an FLM-3300 nanoflow manager (1:1000
spilt ratio). The system was operated with Chromeleon software. A zero dead-volume nanoViper
(Thermofisher Scientific, Sunnyvale, CA) loop having a volume of 1 µL was used as sample
loop. The sample injection volume was kept constant at 30 nL for all experiments using timegated injection by switching the injection valve at a specific time interval for each mobile phase
flow rate. The dead volume of the system was determined to be 18 to 35 nL, depending on the
flow rate [33]. On-column detection was performed using a Crystal 100 variable wavelength
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UV–Vis absorbance detector at a wavelength of 214 nm. The detector rise time was set at 1 s,
with a detector sensitivity set at 0.0005 AUFS. Data acquisition was performed using
ChromPerfect software (Mountain View, CA, USA). Chromatograms were transferred to an
Excel file and redrawn using Microcal Origin (Northampton, MA).
The mobile phases used were mixtures of acetonitrile and water with specific
compositions and gradient programs as listed in the figure captions. For investigating the
retention mechanism, ammonium formate buffered mobile phases were used. A 1 M ammonium
formate buffer stock solution was prepared, and the pH was adjusted to any desired value using
formic acid. Buffered mobile phases were prepared by mixing the desired amounts of 1 M
ammonium formate solution, acetonitrile and water, and then ﬁltering them through a 0.22-µm
membrane ﬁlter. Each sample was prepared in a solution with the initial mobile phase
composition for each respective separation. The reported mobile phase pH values refer to the
aqueous portions only.
5.2.4 Column permeability and stability
Darcy’s law was used to calculate column permeabilities from pressure drop and flow
rate measurements. Plots of back pressure versus flow rate were constructed for selected
monolithic columns (listed in Table 5.2) by flowing water through a 10 cm length of column at
flow rates from 100 to 600 nL/min. The slope of each plot was used to determine the respective
column permeability. Permeability values were also computed using acetonitrile as mobile phase
to evaluate poly(PEGDA) monolith stabilities in different polarity solvents.
5.2.5 Design of experiments
The variables included in this study were (1) type of monomer (i.e., 4 different molecular
weight PEGDA monomers), (2) surfactant porogen (i.e., different molecular weight tergitol
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Table 5.2. Permeabilities and efficiencies of selected monolithic columns.a
Column number
Monomer
Permeability
Efficiency (plates/m)
-5 2 b
(K x 10 m )
1
PEGDA-258
5.41
9,800
2
PEGDA-302
1.64
18,400
3
PEGDA-575
0.30
33,000
4
PEGDA-700
0.26
75,000
a
Monolith composition is given in Table 5.1.
b
K = ηLu/ΔP, where η is the viscosity, L is the column length (10 cm in this case), u is the
mobile phase linear velocity, and ΔP is the column back pressure. The values for u/ΔP are based
on plots of back pressure versus ﬂow rate using water as mobile phase.
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surfactant) and (3) porogenic solvent (i.e., 10 different liquids). The list of experimental mixtures
to test was chosen as a D-optimal subset of an extreme-vertices mixture design, where lower and
upper constraints were placed on the weight proportion of each variable (i.e., pre-polymer
constituent in the mixture). The percentage of initiator (DMPA) was kept constant in all
experiments (i.e., 1.0% w/w of monomer). The sum of the weight fractions of all components in
the polymerization mixture equaled 100% (Table 5.1). From the weight proportion of the
components (i.e., monomer, surfactant and porogen) in each experimental mixture, six
physical/chemical properties were calculated. The properties used were viscosity and Hansen
solubility parameter values of the pre-polymer constituents (Table 5.3). The viscosities were
investigated both individually as well as in a ratio (X1 and X6). The Hansen solubility
parameters included numerical solubility values due to the various possible chemical interactions
between the porogens and monomer (i.e., dispersion, polarity and hydrogen-bonding). The
numerical values for the solubility parameters were defined as the ratio of solubility value of the
porogen mixture to that of the monomer for each chemical interaction, i.e., X2 for dispersion, X3
for polarity, X4 for hydrogen bonding and X5 for overall solubility ratio. The overall solubility is
defined as the square root of the summed solubility value due to individual chemical interactions:
𝛿𝛿𝑡𝑡2 = 𝛿𝛿𝑑𝑑2 + 𝛿𝛿𝑝𝑝2 + 𝛿𝛿ℎ2

Next, each experimental mixture was polymerized. Some mixtures resulted in

(5.1)

homogeneous monoliths, while others were gels or clear liquids. Logistic regression was used to
fit a model relating the probability of obtaining a homogeneous monolith to the relative
proportion of the pre-polymer constituents in the mixture. However, this model was not an
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Table 5.3. Physical/chemical properties of porogens, surfactants, and monomers.
Component
Viscosity (cP)a
Hansen parameter for solubilityb
Dispersion
Polarity
Hydrogen
Total
bonding
Porogen
Dodecanol
16.13
17.6
2.70
10.0
20.0
Decanol
11.79
15.5
6.50
10.8
20.4
Hexane
0.31
14.9
0
0
14.9
Decane
0.92
15.8
0
0
15.8
Isobutanol
3.33
15.1
5.70
16.0
22.7
Isopropanol
2.40
15.8
6.10
16.4
23.5
Ethylether
0.24
14.5
2.90
5.10
15.8
Methanol
0.59
14.7
12.3
22.3
29.6
Water
1.00
15.6
16.0
42.3
47.8
1,4-Butanediol
71.5
16.6
10.0
21.5
28.9
Surfactant
T-15-S-12
85
19.4
1.12
7.59
20.9
T-15-S-15
87
19.6
1.07
7.65
21.1
T-15-S-20
98
19.9
0.97
7.72
21.4
Monomer
PEGDA-258
3.0
22.1
2.22
6.99
23.2
PEGDA-302
4.0
21.9
2.06
7.15
23.1
PEGDA-575
10
21.8
1.51
7.86
23.2
PEGDA-700
13
21.4
1.38
7.64
22.8
a
Viscosity data were from online CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 89th ed., CRC,
Boca Raton, 2008–2009.
b
Solubility parameter values were from Solvents and Solvent Effects in Organic Chemistry, 3rd
ed., Wiley-VCH, KGaA, Weinheim, 2003.
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accurate predictor of the probability of obtaining a monolith. As an alternative, a model relating
the probability of obtaining a monolith was fit to the physical/chemical properties of each
mixture, again by logistic regression. This model fit better and was useful in identifying regions
in the property space that had a high probability of resulting in monolithic structures.
Finally, chromatographic efficiencies were measured for all of the macroscopically
observable continuous monoliths. Regression analysis was used to fit a model that related the
log(efficiency) for each of the monoliths to the physical/chemical values that were calculated
from their respective pre-polymer components. The model was used to predict other
combinations of physical/chemical properties that should produce monoliths with high
chromatographic efficiency. Various mixtures with these combinations of properties were made,
and the efficiencies of the resulting monoliths were measured. The results were added to the data
base to refine the regression model.
5.3 Results and Discussion
5.3.1 Preparation of PEGDA monoliths
An important practice when fabricating monolithic columns for capillary LC is
optimizing the monolith morphology (i.e., skeletal dimensions, porosity and pore-size
distribution) to yield the best chromatographic efficiency with an acceptable column
permeability (i.e., for this study, an arbitrarily selected permeability value of 1 x 10-14 m2).
Therefore, all of the factors governing monolithic bed structure must be considered and
optimized to obtain the desired morphology. These can be grouped into two main categories, i.e.,
polymerization conditions and pre-polymer components. Polymerization conditions, such as
polymerization type (thermal or photo initiation), polymerization temperature, polymerization
time, irradiation wavelength and intensity (if using photo-initiation) and column dimensions have
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been reported to be major parameters that must be optimized [20,34,35]. Other important factors
related to the pre-polymer components are their physical/chemical properties and weight
proportions. There are reports in the literature of the use of solubility and polarity index values as
guides for selection of porogens [36,37]; however, weight proportion optimization has been
based more on practical experience and guess-work than on scientific rules. Such an approach is
extremely time-consuming and labor-intensive and, therefore, is not feasible to evaluate all
possible combinations.
Therefore, to make the process of porogen selection more scientific and efficient, I used
numerical values of the physical/chemical properties of the monomers and porogens to guide the
selection of pre-polymer solution combinations. In the results obtained from logistic regression,
the parameters X3, X4, X5 and X6 were found to be the determining factors for predicting the
probability of obtaining a monolithic column (Figure 5.1A). The dotted lines in the figure
represent 50% probability of obtaining a monolithic column. The probability was found to
increase with increase in solubility ratio due to interaction of polar groups, total solubility ratio
and viscosity ratio. However, the solubility ratio due to hydrogen bonding interactions was found
to have a negative effect. In previous work in this research group [14] and in the work by
Courtois et al. [36], it was observed that a solvent with a solubility value similar to that of the
monomer could be considered to be a good solvent, resulting in a monolith with low
permeability and small pore size. I observed a similar trend in my analysis; the probability of
obtaining a monolith was found to be maximum with a Hansen solubility parameter ratio around
1 (i.e., X4 and X5). Monoliths fabricated from this pre-polymer composition were found to have
lower permeability than other monoliths. The negative response curve for solubility ratio due to
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A

B

Figure 5.1. Prediction profile plots showing the effects of physical/chemical properties on (A)
probability of obtaining a monolith and (B) chromatographic efficiency of the monolith. The
variables are: (X3) ratio of Hansen solubility parameters of porogen mixture to monomer due to
polarity, (X4) hydrogen bonding, (X5) square root sum of all three solubility parameters and
(X6) ratio of viscosity of porogen mixture to monomer.
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hydrogen bonding could be explained by a tendency for phase separation. Small pore size or low
column permeability is always a consequence of delayed phase separation in the polymerizing
reaction mixture, which is beneficial for fabricating efficient monoliths. However, prolonged
delay in phase separation results in macroscopically visible non-continuous monoliths.
Therefore, pre-polymer compositions with water and 1,4-buatendiol as porogens resulted in noncontinuous monoliths because of extensive hydrogen bonding. As a result, these two porogens
were not included in subsequent pre-polymer composition optimization for highly efficient
columns.
Other than solubility, the other physical/chemical parameter that was found to be an
important predictor of monolith formation was the viscosity ratio (X6). A higher viscosity ratio
resulted in an increased probability of obtaining a monolithic column. Monomers with low
viscosities showed high probability of forming monoliths from high viscosity porogens, while
monomers with high viscosities showed increased probability of forming monoliths when mixed
with intermediate to low viscosity porogens. Up to a limit, viscous pre-polymer compositions
were found to have higher probability of forming monoliths. The polymerizing mixture viscosity
governs the reaction kinetics by affecting the diffusion rate of the propagating radicals in the
solution, as well as the time of phase separation. Therefore, the probability of monolith
formation increases with an increase in viscosity of the pre-polymer mixture. However, above a
certain viscosity, excessive delay in phase separation occurs (similar to the trend with solubility
ratio), thereby resulting in formation of a gel or non-continuous monolith. This statistical design
aided in selecting suitable porogens and their weight proportions (i.e., 74% accuracy) and
reduced the time involved in column development and optimization.
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The other factors optimized for monolith fabrication were polymerization time and UV
light intensity. A polymerization time of 5 min and a light intensity of 10 mW/cm2 were found to
be optimum for obtaining continuous monolithic columns for all pre-polymer compositions listed
in Table 5.1. The polymerization time was optimized to provide complete polymerization within
a relatively short time. The light intensity was varied to observe the effects of slow and rapid
polymerization on monolith morphology and resultant chromatographic performance. A light
intensity below 1 mW/cm2 necessitated longer polymerization time (~10-15 min) without any
significant gain in column performance or change in monolith morphology. On the other hand, a
light intensity in excess of 10 mW/cm2 caused a rise in reaction chamber temperature without
any significant improvement in column performance.
5.3.2 Chromatographic efficiencies of PEGDA monoliths
The measured column efficiencies were modeled with respect to the physical/chemical
properties of the pre-polymer constituents. The same four factors (i.e., solubility ratio due to
hydrogen bonding, polarity and total chemical interactions (X3, X4, and X5), and viscosity ratio
(X6) were found to have significant effects (Figure 5.1B). The column efficiencies were found to
improve with increasing value of X5, reaching a maximum around 1. The effect of solubility
ratio due to individual chemical interactions was found to have the same effect as it did on
probability of obtaining a monolith. The optimum value for X3 was found to be 1.5, while the
efficiency decreases with an increase in value of X4 from 0.3 to 2.0. The effect of solution
viscosity on column efficiency was found to be opposite to that observed for probability of
forming a monolith. Column efficiency was found to improve with a decrease in viscosity ratio
(X6), indicating that monomers with high viscosities (i.e., longer ethylene oxide chains)
produced more efficient columns (Table 5.2). These results also indicate that the most efficient
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columns are obtained just at the boundary beyond which the probability of obtaining a monolith
reduces dramatically. Obviously, the statistically designed experiments and regression modeling
described in this work were helpful in identifying conditions which most likely would not have
been found following typical optimization practices.
The improvement in efficiency can be attributed to reduced pore size as indicated by
decreasing column permeability (Table 5.2) and accompanying change in monolith morphology.
SEM images in Figure 5.2 show that the monolith morphology changes from a totally globular
morphology for PEGDA-258 to a completely fused morphology for PEGDA-700. Globular
monoliths have higher structural heterogeneity compared to fused structures. This change in
monolith morphology affects the diffusion dynamics of an analyte as a function of its molecular
weight [16]. Molecules with small hydrodynamic radii show greater dispersion in monolithic
columns with globular morphologies [38], indicating greater mass-transfer resistance during
transport though the material [20]. In contrast, monolithic columns with fused morphologies
possess lower structural heterogeneity, thereby providing better column performance for small
molecule separations. Large molecules with hydrodynamic radii in the nanometer range [39]
would not be influenced as significantly by this structural heterogeneity, greatly minimizing any
reduction in separation efficiency [15]. In past studies, it was observed that conventional
globular monoliths showed good separation performance for large molecule separations, while
fused morphologies performed better for small molecules [30]. The highest chromatographic
efficiency measured in this study was 75,000 plate/m for a non-retained compound (i.e., uracil)
at a mobile phase flow rate of 250 nL/min on a PEGDA-700 column.
The commercial LC instrument used for these experiments was found to have a flow rate
dependent extra-column dead volume of 27 nL at 250 nL/min [33]. Therefore, the column
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Figure 5.2. SEM images of selected monoliths. Monolith compositions for images A to D are the
same as for columns 1 to 4 in Table 5.2.
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performance should be corrected to an actual plate number of 186,000 plates/m. All measured
efficiencies reported in this chapter are approximately 30-60% of the actual column performance
and should be corrected by a factor of ~2.5-3.0. All of the efficiencies reported in this manuscript
were measured at 10% peak height in order to provide accurate values.
5.3.3 Separation of small molecules
The highly efficient PEGDA-700 monolithic column with fused monolith morphology
provided excellent separations of acidic compounds (benzoic acids), basic compounds (phenols
and alkyl parabens) and some commonly used pharmaceutical drugs and herbicides. The results
observed from separations of these classes of small molecules are described in the following
sections.
Hydroxy benzoic acids. The retention mechanism using the PEGDA monolithic
stationary phase was investigated using hydroxy benzoic acids as test analytes. Figure 5.3 shows
an isocratic separation of 6 benzoic acid derivatives in less than 25 min with an elution order of
benzoic acid (BA), 2-hydroxy benzoic acid (2-HB), 3-hydroxy benzoic acid (3-HB), 3,4dihydroxy benzoic acid (3,4-DHB), 3,4,5-trihydroxy benzoic acid (3,4,5-THB) and 2,4dihydroxy benzoic acid (2,4-DHB). The flow rate was 400 nL/min with an isocratic mobile
phase composition of 40:60 (w/w) acetonitrile/water at pH 2.5. The six compounds were baseline
resolved with a measured column efficiency of more than 100,000 plates/m and tailing factor
less than 1.30. The retention mechanism was initially thought to be based on hydrophilic
interactions, with compounds having more hydroxyl groups eluting later. However, the higher
retention of 2,4-DHB (k = 2.5) in comparison to 3,4,5-THB (k = 2.0) indicated the presence of
another interaction mechanism. Therefore, the retention mechanism was investigated in more
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Figure 5.3. RPLC separation of hydroxy benzoic acids on a PEGDA-700 monolithic column.
The monolith composition is given in the footnote of Table 5.3. Conditions: 15 cm × 150 µm i.d.
monolithic column; mobile phase component A was acetonitrile with 1% formic acid (pH = 2.5),
and B was water with 1% formic acid (pH = 2.5); isocratic elution with 40% A/60% B; 400
nL/min ﬂow rate; on-column UV detection at 214 nm. Peak identiﬁcations in order of elution:
benzoic acid (BA), 2-hydroxy benzoic acid (2-HB), 3-hydroxy benzoic acid (3-HB), 3,4dihydroxy benzoic acid (3,4-DHB), 3,4,5-trihydroxy benzoic acid (3,4,5-THB) and 2,4dihydroxy benzoic acid (2,4-DHB).
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detail. The interactions occurring between analytes and stationary phase were investigated by
varying the mobile phase acetonitrile concentration, pH and salt concentration.
The effect of acetonitrile concentration on the retention factors of the hydroxy benzoic
acids is shown in Figure 5.4A. Resolution and selectivity were found to decrease with an
increase in the amount of acetonitrile in the mobile phase, indicating typical RP behavior. The
retention times decreased dramatically with an increase in acetonitrile content from 20 to 50%
followed by a gradual decrease from 50 to 80%. Baseline resolution was obtained for all six
benzoic acid derivatives in the range of 30 to 50% acetonitrile. The higher partition coefficient
(i.e., 1.64) of 2,4-DHB compared to 3,4,5-THB (0.91) led to a higher retention of 2,4-DHB, and
indicates hydrophobic interactions between the stationary phase and the analyte. The elution
order of hydroxy benzoic acids did not strictly follow molecular polarity. This behavior can be
explained by considering additional hydrogen bonding interactions between the hydroxyl groups
of the analytes and the polar ethylene chains in the PEGDA monolith. The extent of hydrogen
bonding should increase with an increase in number of hydroxyl groups, giving a retention order
of THB>DHB>HBA>BA. For the structural isomers, 2-HB and 3-HB, intra-molecular hydrogen
bonding in 2-HB reduces its interaction with the stationary phase, thereby reducing its retention
compared to 3-HB.
To further investigate the possibility of ionic interactions between the analyte and
stationary phase, the pH and salt concentration of the mobile phase was varied. The effect of
mobile phase pH on the retention times of the hydroxyl benzoic acids was investigated by
changing the pH of the aqueous portion before mixing with acetonitrile. The pH of the aqueous
portion was varied from pH 2.0 to 3.0 using formic acid (Figure 5.4C). The maximum resolution
of the six benzoic acid derivatives was observed at pH 2.5, which decreased with further rise in
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Figure 5.4. Effect of mobile phase properties on the separation of benzoic acid derivatives.
Conditions: (A) mobile phase containing 20% to 80% ACN at pH 2.5, (B) water mobile phase
containing 40% (v/v) ACN with pH ranging from 2.0 to 3.0, (C) water mobile phase containing
40% (v/v) ACN at pH 3.0 with ammonium formate salt concentration ranging from 5 to 20 mM.
Other conditions are the same as in Figure 5.1. Compound identiﬁcations: benzoic acid (BA), 2hydroxy benzoic acid (2-HB), 3-hydroxy benzoic acid (3-HB), 3,4-dihydroxy benzoic acid (3,4DHB), 3,4,5-trihydroxy benzoic acid (3,4,5-THB) and 2,4-dihydroxy benzoic acid (2,4-DHB).
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pH. Above pH 3, the first two compounds co-eluted while the other compounds showed
significant tailing. At neutral pH, the whole mixture co-eluted with no individual peaks. The
reduced retention and selectivity above pH 3.0 indicates reduced hydrophobic interaction
between stationary phase and analyte because of negative charges on the analytes. This
phenomenon of reduced retention of charged analytes was observed in past studies in RPLC.
The reduced retention of negatively charged analytes could be due, as well, to the
presence of negatively charged groups on the monolith surface. Therefore, to determine if this
was a factor in this study, different salt concentrations from 0 to 20 mM ammonium formate
were added to the mobile phase at pH 3.0. It was previously reported that 20 mM salt
concentration is needed to form a layer of electrically neutral counter ions on a surface. If there
had been any negative charges on the monolith surface, the retention factors of the benzoic acids
would have increased with an increase in salt concentration. However, the retention factors of all
hydroxy benzoic acid derivatives were found to remain constant with increase in salt
concentration (Figure 5.4C). Therefore, the retention mechanism was confirmed to primarily
involve hydrophobic interactions with additional hydrogen bonding between the polar groups of
the analytes and the ethylene groups in the monolith backbone.
Separation of phenols. Figure 5.5 shows an isocratic separation of uracil, pyrogallol,
catechol, phenol and resorcinol using the PEGDA-700 column listed in Table 5.2. The flow rate
was 400 nL/min with mobile phase mixture of 20:80 (v/v) acetonitrile/water. The 4 phenols were
baseline resolved with column efficiency >100,000 plates/m with tailing factors < 1.28. The
retention mechanism was determined to be the same as for the benzoic acid derivatives,
involving hydrophobic interactions and hydrogen bonding between polar groups. The elution
order of the structural isomers, i.e., catechol followed by resorcinol, can be explained on the
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Figure 5.5. RPLC separation of phenols on a PEGDA-700 monolithic column. The monolith
composition is given in the footnote of Table 5.3. Conditions: 15 cm × 150 µm i.d. monolithic
column; mobile phase component A was acetonitrile, and B was water; isocratic elution with
20% A/80% B; 400 nL/min ﬂow rate; on-column UV detection at 214 nm. Peak identiﬁcations in
order of elution: uracil, pyrogallol, catechol, phenol and resorcinol.
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basis of hydrogen bonding. The intra-molecular hydrogen bonding in catechol reduces its
interaction with the stationary phase, thereby reducing its retention time. The retention times of
the phenol derivatives decreased with an increase in amount of acetonitrile in the mobile phase
(data not shown), indicating the typical RPLC retention mechanism.
Separation of alkylparabens. Figure 5.6 shows an isocratic separation of four alkyl
parabens (i.e., methyl, ethyl, propyl and butyl parabens) using the PEGDA-700 column listed in
Table 5.2 (separation conditions listed in the figure caption). The four analytes were baseline
resolved in < 22 min with a column efficiency of >100,000 plates/m and tailing factors < 1.20.
Retention time was found to increase with alkyl chain length in the analyte molecule. Methyl
paraben, which is the least hydrophobic due to only a methyl group, eluted ﬁrst, followed by the
three other compounds. These results confirmed RPLC behavior.
Separation of pharmaceutical compounds and herbicides. To further demonstrate the
excellent performance of this PEGDA-700 monolithic column, mixtures of commercially
available pharmaceutical compounds (non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, NSAID’s) and
phenyl-urea herbicides were separated. The herbicides are most commonly used in the
agricultural industry and are major water pollutants that are analyzed for water purity. A mixture
of four NSAID’s were baseline resolved in < 15 min (Figure 5.7) using a linear gradient of
increasing acetonitrile content from 10% to 100 % in 5 min, followed by isocratic elution with
100% acetonitrile for 15 min at 400 nL/min. The peaks were sharp and focused, with peak
widths at 10% peak height < 10 s for all of the peaks.
The 5 herbicides were baseline resolved in < 18 min (Figure 5.8) using a 10-100%
acetonitrile linear gradient in 15 min, followed by isocratic elution with 100% acetonitrile at a
flow rate of 400 nL/min. The herbicides had very similar polarities since they differed in only
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Figure 5.6. RPLC separation of alkylparabens on a PEGDA-700 monolithic column. The
monolith composition is given in the footnote of Table 5.3. Conditions: 15 cm × 150 µm i.d.
monolithic column; mobile phase component A was acetonitrile with 1% formic acid (pH = 2.5),
and B was water with 1% formic acid (pH = 2.5); isocratic elution with 35% A/65% B; 400
nL/min ﬂow rate; on-column UV detection at 214 nm. Peak identiﬁcations in order of elution:
methyl paraben, ethyl paraben, propyl paraben and butyl paraben.
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Figure 5.7. RPLC separation of nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) on a PEGDA700 monolithic column. The monolith composition is given in the footnote of Table 5.3.
Conditions: 15 cm × 150 µm i.d. monolithic column; mobile phase component A was acetonitrile
with 1% formic acid (pH = 2.5), and B was water with 1% formic acid (pH = 2.5); linear
gradient from 10% A to 100% A in 5 min, and then isocratic elution with 100% B; 400 nL/min
ﬂow rate; on-column UV detection at 214 nm. Peak identiﬁcations in order of elution:
paracetamol, aspirin, ibuprofen and indomethacin.
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Figure 5.8. RPLC separation of urea herbicides on a PEGDA-700 monolithic column. The
monolith composition is given in the footnote of Table 5.3. Conditions: 15 cm × 150 µm i.d.
monolithic column; mobile phase component A was acetonitrile, and B was water; linear
gradient from 10% A to 100% A in 15 min, and then isocratic elution with 100% B; 400 nL/min
ﬂow rate; on-column UV detection at 214 nm. Peak identiﬁcations in order of elution:
isoproturon, monuron, monolinuron, diuron and linuron.
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one functional group. The peaks were again sharp and focused with a maximum peak width of
11 s at 10% peak height.
5.3.4 Reproducibility, permeability and stability
Column reproducibility and stability are important performance characteristics of
monolithic columns that must be verified for their use in routine analysis. The run-to-run and
column-to-column RSD values based on retention times of phenols and uracil (n = 3) were <
0.2% and < 2.1%, respectively (Table 5.4). More than 150 injections were made to test the
stability of the PEGDA-700 columns; no noticeable change was observed in column
performance. Column stability was also evaluated in terms of column permeability, calculated
based on Darcy’s Law as explained in Section 5.2.4 using water as mobile phase. Linear
relationships between back pressure and flow rate (R2 > 0.999) for all four monoliths (Table 5.2)
clearly indicated good mechanical stability. Column permeabilities for a PEGDA-700 column
measured using two additional mobile phases (acetonitrile and methanol) showed the same linear
relationship, indicating little to no shrinkage or swelling of monoliths in mobile phases of
different polarity (Figure 5.9). As demonstrated here and by previous work in this group,
monoliths synthesized from single crosslinking monomers generally exhibit excellent column
stability.
5.4 Conclusions
Monolithic RPLC stationary phases showing chromatographic efficiencies >100,000
plates/m, tailing factors < 1.28 and low flow resistance were fabricated using UV initiated
polymerization of diacrylate-based single cross-linking monomers (PEGDA) of different
molecular weights. The monolithic columns were successfully used to separate low molecular
weight polar compounds such as hydroxy benzoic acids, phenols, NSAID’s and phenylurea
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Figure 5.9. Effect of mobile phase flow rate on column back pressure. Conditions: 10 cm x 150
µm i.d. PEGDA-700 monolithic column. The monolith composition is given in the footnote of
Table 5.4.
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Table 5.4. Retention times of uracil and phenols showing column-to-column reproducibility of
three independently prepared PEGDA-700 columns.a,b
Retention time (min)
Uracil
Pyrogallol
Catechol
Phenol
Resorcinol
Column 1
7.0
24.4
26.9
28.7
33.7
Column 2
6.9
23.8
26.3
28.0
32.3
Column 3
6.9
24.0
26.7
29.0
33.0
c
RSD
1.0
1.41
1.40
2.01
2.13
a
Conditions as listed in Figure caption 5.5.
b
Pre-polymer composition was PEGDA-700 (0.20 g), Tergitol-15-S-12 (0.30 g), dodecanol
(0.15 g), decanol (0.15 g) and decane (0.20 g). The initiator used was DMPA (1 wt% of
monomer).
c
RSD is relative standard deviation in percentage.
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herbicides. The retention mechanism was found to follow typical reversed-phase behavior with
additional hydrogen bonding interactions, making the column suitable for separation of polar
compounds, which are otherwise poorly retained on C18 columns. The fabricated columns
demonstrated excellent reproducibility with RSD values for run-to run and column-to-column
< 0.25% and 2.1%, respectively. Excellent column stability was evident from little shrinkage or
swelling in solvents of different polarity.
The fabrication method and process of porogen selection were rationalized using
physical-chemical properties such as solubility and viscosity. The solubility values used were
classified based on the nature of the possible interactions of the reagents (i.e., dispersion,
polarity, and hydrogen bonding). A statistical model was developed for optimizing the reagents
and conditions based on scientific principles, which could be applied to simplify the fabrication
development process. The model predicted the probability of obtaining a monolith with 74%
accuracy, and column performance was successfully correlated to pre-polymer solubility and
viscosity values. The statistical approach not only made the fabrication process more scientific,
but also aided in identifying possible compositions that would result in highly efficient columns,
which might be missed in normal experimental procedures.
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CHAPTER 6 FABRICATION OF HIGHLY EFFICIENT MONOLITHIC COLUMNS USING
LIVING FREE-RADICAL POLYMERIZATION
6.1 Introduction
Monolithic (both silica and organic) columns were introduced as a low pressure
alternative to particle packed columns for liquid chromatography (LC) separations in the early
1990s [1-5].The performance of silica monoliths improved significantly through understanding
and optimizing the sol-gel synthesis method. As stated in the previous chapters, efforts have been
made to optimize the fabrication process for organic monoliths. Organic monoliths have
conventionally been fabricated using conventional free-radical polymerization (CFRP) [6]. The
highest chromatographic efficiency obtained for an organic monolith is 186,000 plates/m for a
non-retained analyte on a PEGDA column (Chapter 5) when corrected for dead volume (Chapter
4). Although this is the highest reported efficiency, it is still low when compared to particle
packed columns.
This can be ascribed to the inherent structural heterogeneity associated with the CFRP
fabrication process as indicated by 3D SEM characterization in Chapter 3. CFRP is difficult to
control with regard to molecular weight of the growing polymer chain. During the course of
polymerization, there occurs an abrupt increase in local degree of polymerization (i.e., spatially
non-homogenous distribution of crosslinking points resulting from a wide distribution of
molecular weight) because of the abrupt nature of the free radical system [7,8]. This
heterogeneous crosslinking ultimately causes segregation of locally coherent domains from the
solvent, leading to formation of microgels, known as the cauliflower-like structure of polymer
monoliths [9-11]. This heterogeneous monolithic structure compromises the chromatographic
performance. Also, due to poorly controlled polymerization reactions, the micropore and
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mesopore volumes are not well regulated. Obviously, more homogeneous structures with welldefined skeletal and pore sizes are desirable for obtaining excellent chromatographic efficiencies.
Living free-radical polymerization (LFRP) has been explored as an alternative
polymerization method to overcome this inherent heterogeneity associated with free-radical
polymerization of monomers and to provide well-controlled molecular weight with low
polydispersity [12]. In LFRP, there exists an equilibrium between the growing radical chain and
dormant species, slightly favoring the dormant species [13,14]. This reversible equilibrium
increases the time of chain propagation, giving it sufficient time to relax and distribute
homogenously [15,16]. Moreover, the reversibility provides much better control over the
molecular weight distribution of the growing radical chain and on the final monolith
morphology. There have been several reports of using LFRP for controlling monolith
morphology using different initiation systems. Yu et al. used atom transfer free-radical
polymerization (ATRP) to prepare a poly(ethylene glycol dimethacrylate-co-ethylene glycol
methyl ether methacrylate) (PEGDMA-co-PEGMEMA) monolith [17]. Nitroxide-mediated
living radical polymerization (NMP) was used for fabricating a poly(styrene-co-divinylbenzene)
(PS-DVB) monolith [18]. Reversible addition-fragmentation chain transfer polymerization
(RAFT) was used to fabricate a molecularly imprinted poly(methacylic acid-co-ethylene glycol
dimethacrylate) (MAA-co-EGDMA) monolith [19]. However, the complex reaction kinetics and
difficulty in optimizing the reaction conditions in ATRP, the high temperatures required for
NMP of styrene monomers, and limited applicability of RAFT to ring containing monomers [12]
does not lend them to easy synthesis in capillary dimensions or to be widely applicable as
fabrication methods.
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Recently, organotellurium-mediated radical polymerization (TERP), a new branch of
LFRP, was employed to fabricate monoliths from several different monomers such as styrene
[20], glycidyl methacylate [21], and N,N-methylenebiacrylamide [22]. The reaction mechanism
involved generation of carbon-centered radicals by thermolysis to initiate polymerization in the
presence of a thermal initiator, azo-bis isobutyronitrile [23,24]. This polymerization method is
applicable to a wide variety of functional monomers; takes place under mild polymerization
conditions, and is relatively easy to optimize, thereby overcoming the limitations of ATRP, NMP
and RAFT while still maintaining precise control over the monolith morphology. Therefore,
there has been a growing interest in fabricating monolithic columns using TERP.
In this study, organic monolithic capillary columns were synthesized from a tri-functional
monomer, pentaerythritol triacrylate (PETA) by TERP. One column gave an unprecedented
column efficiency of 238,000 plates/m (corrected for dead volume) for a non-retained analyte,
uracil. The fabricated columns were characterized using 3D SEM for structural parameters, and
radial heterogeneity was found to be reduced significantly. The fabricated columns exhibited
good mechanical stability.
6.2 Experimental
6.2.1 Chemicals and reagents
The reagents, 2,2-dimethoxy-2-phenyl-acetophenone (DMPA, 99%), 3(trimethoxysilyl)propyl methacrylate (TPM, 98%) and penta erythritol triacrylate (PETA) were
purchased from Sigma–Aldrich (St Louis, MO, USA). Ethyl-2-methyl-2-butyltellanyl propionate
(BTEE) was kindly supplied by Dr. Takashi Kameshima, Otsuka Chemical Co. (Osaka, Japan).
Since BTEE is oxygen sensitive, it was stored in vials that had been carefully cleaned and dried,
and all transfers were conducted inside a nitrogen glove box. Water, 1,4-butanediol, and uracil
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were obtained from Sigma–Aldrich. Acetonitrile, cyclohexanol and ethylene glycol were
purchased from Mallinckrodt (Phillipsburg, NJ, USA).
6.2.2 Polymer monolith preparation
Monoliths were synthesized inside pre-treated UV transparent Teflon-coated capillaries
(100 µm i.d.) functionalized using the procedure described in Section 2.2.2. Pre-polymer
solutions were prepared in 1-dram (4 mL) glass vials by admixing initiator, monomer, and
porogen solvents. The solution was vortexed and then degassed by sonicating for 2 min followed
by purging with nitrogen gas for 5 min. The reaction promoter BTEE was added into the reaction
solution using a 10 µL syringe. A section of the surface treated capillary was cut and filled with
pre-polymer solution using nitrogen gas pressure. One end of the capillary was left empty for oncolumn UV detection. After introducing the reagent solution, the capillary was sealed with
rubber septa at both ends and placed in an oil bath maintained at 60 °C. Monoliths obtained were
flushed with methanol and then water until stable pressure readings were obtained. The
fabricated columns were characterized using the 3D SEM technique described in Chapter 3.
6.2.3 Capillary liquid chromatography
The LC instrument and detector used for all chromatographic experiments in this chapter
were the same as described in Section 5.2.3. The mobile phases was composed of acetonitrile
and HPLC grade water.
6.3 Results and Discussion
The fabrication process of a monolithic column requires the occurrence of two processes,
i.e., gelation and phase separation. To obtain a homogeneous monolithic column, both gelation
and phase separation must take place at the appropriate time. If gelation occurs first, the resultant
structure is a gel with no distinct macroporous structure. On the other hand, early or much
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delayed precipitation of the growing polymer leads to monoliths with large globular morphology
and increased structural heterogeneity. It is desirable for gelation and phase separation to take
place at the same time to produce uniform skeletal and pore structures with small pores.
Therefore, the polymerization conditions and the pre-polymer constituents must be investigated
to obtain a highly efficient monolith.
6.3.1 Selection of porogens
The selection of organic solvent porogens is an important step in monolith fabrication.
Solvent viscosity and solubility values used for porogen selection in Chapter 5 were again used
as physical/chemical parameters to aid in porogen selection for this study. It was found that
combination of a long chain aliphatic alcohol, such as dodecanol, and a polar solvent, such as
DMF resulted in formation of a gel or a monolith with very low permeability. Monoliths
fabricated using cyclohexanol as one of the porogens along with DMF gave monoliths with very
high permeability; however, the chromatographic performance was very poor for these columns.
Therefore, to fabricate a monolith with intermediate permeability and reasonable
chromatographic performance, solvents such as 1,4-butanediol, ethylene glycol and polyethylene
glycol (PEG) of different chain lengths were studied as co-porogens. Although PETA monoliths
could be formed from various combinations of these porogens and cylcohexanol, those prepared
from ethylene glycol and cyclohexanol gave better chromatographic performance at reasonable
column back pressure. The use of longer chain di-hydroxy alcohols such as PEG 200, 400 and
600 was found to increase the heterogeneity of the system, and the resulting monoliths were
found to have macroscopically non-homogenous structures. This could be explained by the
increased viscosity of the pre-polymer system with longer chain alcohols, similar to the
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observation in Section 5.3.1. Therefore, ethylene glycol and cyclohexanol were used as porogens
for PETA monoliths (Table 6.1).
6.3.2 Optimization of polymerization conditions
As observed in the previous chapters, the weight proportion of pre-polymer constituents
has an important influence on monolith morphology and its chromatographic efficiency.
Therefore, the effect of percentage of monomer and the weight ratio of cyclohexanal to ethylene
glycol was investigated. Uracil was used as a non-retained analyte in these efficiency tests.
Column performance was first found to improve with increase in percentage of monomer
and then decrease, with 25% monomer being optimum for PETA monolithic columns (Table
6.1). This optimum performance corresponds to the optimum skeletal size. At higher percentage
of monomer, the skeletal dimensions were thicker in the SEM images, increasing the resistance
to mass transfer in the stationary phase. On the other hand, a lower percentage of monomer
increased the average though-pore size, thereby increasing the resistance to mass transfer in the
mobile phase.
The second parameter optimized was the porogen ratio, i.e., ratio of the amount of
cylohexanol to ethylene glycol. The chromatographic performance was found to improve with a
decrease in porogen ratio, with the plate count increasing from 40,000 plates/m to 168,000
plates/m. This increase in column performance with decrease in porogen ratio was accompanied
with an increase in column back pressure, making ethylene glycol a good porogen. Therefore, an
increase in amount of ethylene glycol can be associated with a delay in phase separation
tendency of the polymerizing system, leading to improved monolith morphology and small
through-pore size. These two changes in monolith morphology explain very well the
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Table 6.1. Effect of different reagent compositions on chromatographic efficiency of PETA
monoliths.
Column
Reagent compositiona
Monomerb Cyclohexanolc Ethylene Percentage
Cyclohexanol/ Efficiencyd
c
glycol
of monomer ethylene glycol
Percentage of monomer
1
20.10
85.12
14.88
20
6.0
50,000
2
25.05
85.66
14.34
25
6.0
60000
3
29.07
85.71
14.29
30
6.0
18000
Cyclohexanol to ethylene glycol ratio
4
25.01
93.33
6.67
25
14
40,000
5
25.04
85.66
14.34
25
6.0
60,000
6
24.97
76.00
24.00
25
3.0
168,000
a
All monoliths contained 1 wt % AIBN to monomer and 0.6 µL of BTEE.
b
Percentage by weight.
c
Percentage by weight for total amount of porogen.
d
column efficiency (plates/m) measured using uracil as a non-retained analyte.
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improvement in column performance. Any further decrease in porogen ratio resulted in
monoliths with very high back pressure or formation of a gel. This could be associated with
extensive delay in phase separation, resulting in early occurrence of gelation and formation of
non-porous gels.
Several other parameters such as polymerization time, polymerization temperature,
amount of initiator (AIBN) and amount of promoter (BTEE) were also analyzed. The
polymerization time and temperature used for LFRP was 24 h and 60 °C, respectively. Since the
reaction kinetics were slower for TERP, completion of polymerization required longer
polymerization. The most commonly used polymerization temperature reported for thermal
initiation is 60 °C. Therefore, the polymerization temperature was set at 60 °C. Moreover,
polymerization was found to be too slow at 50 °C with AIBN as initiator, and a temperature
above 60 °C resulted in a monolith with very low permeability when polymerized using TERP.
The amount of AIBN in all reactions was 1 % (w/w) of monomer, and the amount of BTEE was
0.6 µL. Any increase in amount of BTEE was found to cause a rapid increase in reaction kinetics
and the pre-polymer solution would polymerize even before filling the capillary.
6.3.3 Structural parameters using 3D SEM
The fabricated column with the highest efficiency was characterized using the 3D SEM
technique described in Chapter 3. The measured morphological parameters were compared with
the monoliths fabricated using CFRP, and the results are given in Table 6.2. Monoliths fabricated
using TERP were found to have an average through-pore size of 2.77 µm in contrast to 5.23 µm
for columns fabricated using CFRP. This reduction in through-pore size to almost half could be
correlated to reduction in resistance to mass transfer and subsequent improvement in column
performance. The porosities for the columns were found to be nearly the same, indicating an
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Table 6.2. Morphological descriptors of monolith structure measured using 3D SEM.a
Method of
Porosity
Pore diameter
Radial
Efficiencyb
polymerization
(µm)
heterogeneity
CFRP
0.49
5.23
0.20
64,500
TERP
0.46
2.77
0.03
168,000
a
Characterization method and terms described in Chapter 3.
b
Column efficiency measured using uracil as a non-retained analyte.
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increase in number of pores for the column fabricated by TERP. As a consequence of this
increase in number of pores and decrease in pore size, the back pressure of the column was found
to be low (6.90 MPa at 0.15 µL/min). Another structural parameter, i.e., radial heterogeneity,
identified as a major factor for lower chromatographic performance of monolithic columns in
Chapter 3,was also found to decrease significantly. This decrease in radial heterogeneity was a
result of better control of the polymerization process provided by TERP as explained above.
6.3.4 Chromatographic efficiency
The PETA monolithic column (column 6 in Table 6.1) was used for collecting data for
constructing a van-Deemter curve (Figure 6.1). The maximum theoretical plate number was
158,000 plates/m for uracil as a non-retained compound. As described in Chapter 4, the injection
system often contributes significant extra-column volume, which adversely affects the measured
column efficiencies for small-diameter columns. The extra-column volume of the injection valve
for the capillary LC system used in this work was determined to be ~18 nL at a flow rate of 0.15
µL/min. Correcting for this extra-column contribution, the column performance was found to
improve by ~ 50% (i.e., from 158,000 to 238,000 plate/m) for a non-retained compound (i.e.,
uracil). All efficiency values reported in this chapter represent the actual measured values (unless
stated otherwise) and could be corrected to indicate the true column performance.
6.4 Conclusions
Monolithic columns fabricated using TERP showed a three-fold improvement in column
performance for a non-retained compound without any significant rise in column back pressure.
A plate count of 238,000 plates/m (corrected for dead volume) is the highest reported column
efficiency for organic monoliths. This new polymerization method paves the way for fabricating
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Figure 6.1. Plate height versus linear velocity for a PETA monolithic column using uracil as a
non-retained analyte. Conditions: 15 cm x 100 µm i.d. column; 100% water as mobile phase; oncolumn UV detection at 214 nm.
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highly efficient organic monoliths with high permeability. The chromatographic results were
verified by structural characterization of the fabricated column. The 3D SEM characterization
showed a significant reduction in average though-pore size and radial heterogeneity. This
reduction in radial heterogeneity was a consequence of slower and better controlled reaction
kinetics of LFRP, as proposed.
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7.1 Introduction

Chapter 7 FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The results of my research clearly indicate that the chromatographic efficiency of organic
monolith columns can be improved significantly by identifying and optimizing the factors
governing monolith morphology. The developed characterization tools CFP, 3D SEM and
conductivity measurements provide quantitative information about the structural parameters of
monolith morphology such as through-pore size, radial heterogeneity, tortuosity and actual 3D
reconstruction of the monolith under investigation. Characterizing different columns aided in
identifying the factors (i.e., column dimensions, pre-polymer constituents and initiation method)
governing monolith morphology and quantifying their effects. A statistical model was developed
for optimizing the parameters governing monolith morphology, making the fabrication process
more scientific. It also aided in identifying possible compositions that would result in highly
efficient columns, which might be missed in normal experimental procedures. Now, all of this
was conducted with one type of diacrylate monomer, i.e., PEGDA, and I believe that similar
improvements are possible for other monolithic columns if the same principles are applied in
their fabrication process. Moreover, I believe further improvements can be made for the
diacrylate monoliths as well.
7.2 Further improvement in efficiency
The 3D reconstructions of monolithic columns can be applied for conducting computer
simulations to understand the flow profiles of the mobile phase and diffusion of analytes with
different molecular weights. These computational studies would help in establishing quantitative
relationships between van Deemter coefficients and structural parameters of monolith
morphology. Thereafter, the new information could be used for determining exact skeletal
dimensions of monoliths capable of delivering high chromatographic efficiency. I believe the
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ideal monolith morphology should have a through-pore size of 0.3 – 1.0 µm with skeletal
thickness of 0.5 – 0.8 µm, and porosity > 0.4. This small skeletal thickness and small pore size
would help in reducing the contribution of resistance to mass transfer, thereby providing faster
kinetics and better column performance. Another important factor is the heterogeneity of the bed.
These simulation studies would assist in determing the effect of different levels of heterogeneity
on column performance with given skeletal dimensions. This computer simulation study should
first be conducted for the PEGDA monolith and then for other monomer systems, such as
pentaerythritol diacrylate monostearate (PDAM), 3-sulfopropyl methacrylate (SPMA) and
phosphoric acid 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate (PAHEMA), to verify the observed results.
In an effort to fabricate the exact optimum morphology identified by the computer
simulation study, I suggest that the statistical model developed in Chapter 5 be applied for
selection and optimization of the weight proportions of pre-polymer constituents based on their
physical/chemical properties. A computer program could be developed using physical/chemical
properties as input variables and calculating the weight proportion of the pre-polymer
constituents as outputs, with parameters identified in Chapter 5 as bounding parameters. This
computer program would assist in investigating unconventional porogens for other monomer
systems besides PEGDA, which have not been used so far. The same program could be used for
selecting the porogens and their weight proportions for monomers with different functionalities
such as PDAM, SPMA, and PAHEMA. Over all, this study would aid in developing a scientific
theory for the fabrication process and porogen selection, and lead to highly efficient organic
monolith columns.
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7.3 Optimizing pore-size distribution for size exclusion chromatography (SEC)
After optimizing the monolith morphology for optimum efficiency (i.e., optimizing the
through-pore size distribution, skeletal thickness, radial heterogeneity and monolith tortuosity),
the fraction of mesopores in the monolithic skeleton should be increased for improving the
selectivity in SEC. Previously, the mesopore volume was increased for diacrylate monoliths
(fabricated using two monomers) by using template porogens, mainly surfactants such as Brij,
tween, and sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) [1]. A significant improvement was observed in
chromatographic selectivity, corresponding to an increase in mesopore volume in the 7-17 nm
range. Similar surfactants capable of forming micelles with different diameters can be employed
to increase the mesopore volume in the PEGDA monolith. Since micelle formation is an
important factor for mesopore formation, the selection of surfactant would be based on solubility
in the porogens used for monolith formation. The surfactant selected should be able to form
micelles in the porogen at low concentration without influencing the macro-morphology of the
monolith. This would require a detailed investigation of different surfactants, their concentration
and different porogens.
Other than surfactants, dendrimers or crown ethers could also be used as template
porogens to increase the mesopore volume [2]. Dendrimers represent a class of macromolecule
template, having a high degree of molecular uniformity, narrow molecular weight distribution,
and specific shape and size. Moreover, dendrimers are available with different terminal
functionalities, which could assist in making them soluble in any porogen of choice. For
example, commercially available poly(propylene)imine dendrimer with a 1-4 diaminobutane
core and having terminal amine functionalities could be a good candidate for template porogen
for the PEGDA monolith. Crown ethers are macrocyclic oligomers of ethylene oxide units [3].
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The combination of oxygen and ethylene units provides an appropriate choice of template
porogen for PEGDA, which itself has repeating ethylene oxide units. The solubility values of the
crown ethers are comparable to that of PEGDA and could, therefore, be used with the macroporogens already investigated in the previous chapters of this dissertation. Moreover, their
availability in different molecular sizes could prove useful in tuning the mesopore size
distribution.
7.4 Analysis of complex samples
The developed PEGDA monolith columns showed good selectivity and efficiency for test
compounds such as parabens, benzoic acids, and phenols (Chapter 5) under reversed-phase
conditions. Their applicability has already been shown for hydrophobic interaction separations of
protein samples. I believe these columns could be used for analyzing complex biological
samples, pharmaceutical mixtures and real life samples such as water contaminated with
pesticides and herbicides. These columns, being in capillary dimensions, offer several
advantages such as low sample volume, easy coupling to mass spectrometry, and fast analysis.
The high porosities of these column would enable analysis of biological samples with little to no
sample preparation, similar to other organic monoliths already being used for complete cell
analysis of microbes [4].
Moreover, the PEGDA monoliths with appropriate mesopore volume could be used for
separation of a new class of anti-cancer drugs, i.e., antibody-drug conjugates (ADCs). These
drug moeities are combinations of an antibody and a potent small molecule drug, linked to each
other using a linker molecule [5]. PEGDA monoliths with already proven biocompatibility and
improved mesopore fraction could prove to be useful stationary phases for SEC of these drugs.
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